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ABSTRACT 

 

 

This deliverable summarises our investigations on WBAN cooperative communications and 

cross-layer mechanisms to perform individual motion capture (LSIMC) and more marginally 

here, coordinated group navigation (CGN) (D1.1). For this purpose, we exploit the advantages of 

the Wireless Body Area Networks (WBAN) communicating through Impulse Radio - Ultra 

Wideband (IR-UWB). Accordingly, we recall the main parameters (e.g. nodes synchronisation, 

WBAN channel variations and mobility of the human body) to consider when using IR-UWB 

radio for WBAN localization at the different protocol layers (D2.3, D2.4, D3.1).   

First, we investigate the problem of mobility and we characterize its impact on the quality of 

range estimation. Then, we extend the problem by quantifying the errors related to the WBAN 

channel variations. From this study, we have found that the latter errors are significantly 

higher than that caused by the lack of space-time coherence between acquired radio metrics 

and actual inter-node distances (under practical protocol and latency constraints). 

Based on the previous results, we propose new cooperative mechanisms to reduce the mobility 

impact on ranging. For this sake, we evaluate the resulting positioning error with different 

packet scheduling strategies and node slots allocation at the MAC layer under realistic 

mobility scenarios obtained by measurement (D4.1). 

Finally, we consider packet loss in the network and its impact on the positioning success rate 

of on-body nodes. Accordingly, we have proposed a cross-layer cooperative approach to 

increase this success rate, which consists in choosing the most adequate cooperative virtual 

on-body anchors for ranging, based on link quality estimation.  

 

We invite the reader to look at the Deliverables D1.1 D2.3 D2.4 D2.5 D3.1 D3.2 D4.1 of the 

CORMORAN project for more details about the inputs considered in this work. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION  

Recent works on radiolocation with Wireless Body Sensor Networks (WBSN) or Wireless Body 

Area Networks (WBAN) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] show this technology as a key for several 

applications and public/private services, e.g. civil security, health care monitoring, sport 

tracking activity. In this document, we aim at proposing cross-layer PHY/MAC/NWK 

cooperative mechanisms adapted to on-body nodes localization so as to enable the application 

scenarios presented in Deliverable D1.1 of the CORMORAN project, namely large-scale 

individual motion capture (LSIMC) and more marginally here, Coordinated group navigation 

(CGN). Indeed, the performance of communication protocols for WBAN can dramatically be 

degraded due to several channel variations in time domain. In fact, the body’s absorption of 

RF energy and the movement create temporal variations of the channel, which produce a 

significant loss of transmitted packets. One way to avoid this problem consists in 

implementing cooperation mechanisms between the different on-body nodes of a WBAN [7] 

[8] [9]. In proposals such as [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15], it is possible to appreciate the 

advantages of cooperation as a solution for robust communications in harsh environments 

sensing (e.g. temperature, heartbeat, blood pressure). In this project, we generally consider to 

explore the potential of jointly cooperative and heterogeneous WBAN contexts with e.g., the 

use of IEEE 802.15.6 standard [16] with an Impulse Radio Ultra Wideband (IR-UWB) PHY 

layer at the body scale and a Narrowband (NB) PHY Layer (e.g. RSSI measurement at 2.4GHz) 

for body-to-body and off-body links. Hereafter, we will however focus mostly on cooperative 

on-body communications for LSIMC. 

1.1. SELECTED APPLICATION SCENARIOS AND RELATED NEEDS 

1.1.1 LARGE-SCALE INDIVIDUAL MOTION CAPTURE 

One first scenario of interest is related to LSIMC applications. The aim is to propose alternative 

stand-alone solutions to achieve Motion Capture (MoCap) at larger scale than conventional 

technologies (e.g., optical systems). Thus, we consider three sub-scenarios: 

 

• Relative On-Body Nodes Ranging where a group of wireless nodes embedded on the 

body and with unknown positions communicate between them to estimate their 

relative Euclidean distances. 

 

• Relative On-Body Nodes Positioning considers two categories of on-body devices, the 

mobile nodes with unknown positions and the anchor nodes composing a Local 

Coordinates System (LCS). Here, the anchors are placed onto the body and they know 

their relative positions at any time, independently of the body attitude and/or direction 

(e.g. on the chest or on the back).  

 

• Absolute On-Body Nodes Positioning: describes an extended scenario from the 

previous one, where a set of wireless anchors are deployed in the environment. Thus, 

the on-body anchors communicate with the off-body anchors to calculate their absolute 

positions. Moreover, they are time-variant in the Global Coordinates System (GCS) 
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under pedestrian mobility. And they also depend on the body attitude, the motion 

direction et/or speed. 

   

Figure 1-1: Examples of relative on-body nodes ranging (a), relative on-body nodes positioning (b) 

and absolute on-body nodes positioning (c) configurations for large-scale single-user motion capture 

applications. 

1.1.2 COORDINATED GROUP NAVIGATION APPLICATION 

The second application scenario concerns CGN, where we consider a group of wearable BAN 

deployed in different agents (including benefits through inter-body or off-body interactions). 

Here, we propose cooperative strategies to improve the availability and accuracy of group 

navigation applications. For that, we identified two sub-scenarios: 

 

• Relative Body-to-Body Ranging in a Group where a group of mobile users wearing a 

WBAN perform inter-body localization to estimate the distances between each mate of 

the group. Accordingly, no external anchor nodes would be required in this 

embodiment. 

 

• Absolute Body Positioning in a Group where a group of fixed and known devices 

placed in the infrastructure communicate with the group of WBAN to provide the 

absolute positions within a GCS composed by the off-body anchor nodes.   

 

  

Figure 1-2: Examples of relative body-to-body ranging (a) and absolute body positioning (b) 

configurations for coordinated group navigation applications. 
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1.1.3 TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS 

Table 1-1 summarizes the main requirements for both LSIMC and CGN, as defined in D1.1 at 

the beginning of the CORMORAN project. Note that we will focus hereafter mostly on the 

LSIMC scenario, in compliance with the description of subtask 3.1. The results related to CGN 

scenario, which is mostly addressed by subtask 3.3, will be reported in D3.6. 

 

 

Table 1-1 : Summary of application needs in both large-scale individual motion capture (Within low 

precision and very high precision modes) and group navigation applications1. 

 

1.2. RADIOLOCATION-BASED MOTION CAPTURE WITH WIRELESS BODY AREA NETWORKS 

In the initial document (Deliverable D3.1), we accounted for preliminary investigations on 

cooperative communications for localization purposes. We also presented an overview of the 

technical requirements and needs through a qualitative analysis to evaluate existing 

cooperative protocols considering different aspects, i.e. fairness, adaptability, reliability, 

                                                           
1 An : Ankles ; He : Head ; Wr : Wrist ; To: Torso; Hi: Hips; Lg: Legs; Ba: Back; Sh: Shoulders; Kn: Knees; Bd: Bends 
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mobility and power saving. From this analysis, we highlighted that the cooperation strategy 

for localization purposes should be based on cross-layer design. PHY layer provides to the 

MAC layer the channel measurements to help on the cooperative decision. NWK layer will 

help to find cooperative path in order to mitigate interferences between inter/intra BAN flows 

and the application layer will seek to aggregate and compress on the fly the information 

detected by the sensors to reduce traffic. But before using cooperative cross-layer mechanisms, 

we need to understand the ranging and positioning challenges to consider when using 

radiolocation. Thus, we note that one big challenge for cross-layer mechanisms to enable 

LSIMC or CGN is to reduce the error on positioning estimation related to channel variations, 

clock synchronisation, interferences and nodes mobility.  

 

As explained in the Derivable D1.1, positioning systems can be divided into three main 

categories [17] [18] [19]: 1) Signal Strength (SS) approach where nodes measure the energy of 

the received signal from the other node in order to calculate their distance; 2) Direction of 

Arrival (AoA) where the target node use an antenna arrays to measure the angle of the straight 

line with the reference nodes; and 3) Time of Arrival (ToA) based systems where the distance is 

estimated from the measure of the time taken by the radio signal to fly from one node to 

another. In BAN, the AoA solution is difficult to implement because of the cost and complexity 

of the antenna arrays. Moreover, in an indoor environment the receiver will have problems to 

estimate an accurate angle because of the high probability of multipath interference. In the 

case of SS techniques, the distance estimation becomes challenging due to the absence of Lin 

of Sight (NLOS) to transmit around the body, the antenna orientation and the possibility of 

multipath in indoor leading to high variations on the received signal strength (RSSI). In [17] 

[20] authors show that the best achievable limit (i.e. Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB)) 

depends on the channel parameters and the distance between the two nodes, i.e. the variance 

of the range estimation is proportional to the distance and shadowing effect. This is a major 

problem considering that it is already difficult to extract the shadowing and fast fading 

components of the received signal [21] to analyse only the path loss component. When we look 

at the properties of the channel models for BAN in literature [22], we observe that the path loss 

model presents a normal distributed variable (for frequencies of 2.4-2.5 GHz and 3.1-10.6 

GHz). Therefore, it makes impossible the association between a path loss model based on RSSI 

with the real distance for localization purposes. Finally, the time based approach also aims to 

calculate the distance from the estimation of the travel times of signals between two nodes. In 

this case, the accuracy of the distance estimated is inversely proportional to the occupied 

bandwidth [17] [23] [24], i.e. the accuracy can be improved by increasing the SNR or the 

effective signal bandwidth. For this reason, IR-UWB signal is considered as a potential 

candidate due to the high time resolution and the large bandwidth to reduce the multipath 

fading effects. Thus, IR-UWB allows a centimeter accuracy (in theory a bandwidth on the order 

of 500MHz would achieve a ranging precision of 10 cm at -5dB), along with low-power and 

low-cost implementation for localisation with WBAN. However, there are theoretical limits 

for ToA-based location estimation [17], e.g. when a mobile node is very close to some reference 

nodes which can measure only signal strength. In such case, the use of hybrid TOA/SS scheme 

can be useful for obtaining an accurate location estimation. 
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1.2.1 IR-UWB LOCALIZATION BASICS 

As explained before, Impulse Radio Ultra Wideband (IR-UWB) systems [25] are a good 

solution thanks to the high time resolution using the Time of Arrival which can be accurately 

estimated for precise range measurements between two nodes. Accordingly, motion capture 

can be possible with the Three Way Ranging protocol (3-WR) which estimates the distance 

between two nodes with the transmission of three packets by evaluating the time of flight 

(ToF) of packets. 

 

For sake,  we consider a mesh of IR-UWB WBAN under full connectivity containing �� nodes 

of two kinds as in [25] , on-body mobile nodes that do not know their own position (i = 1…��) 

and on-body anchor nodes that know their own position (j = 1…�	), �� 
 �	 ���. A set of 

anchor nodes define a Local Coordinate System (LCS) to localize nodes under mobility. We 

define the instantaneous distance of the node i with the anchor j as ����		and the estimated 

distance as ����� which is calculated through ToA estimation.  

 

The distance	����t��	between two nodes is deduced with the 3-WR protocol by combining the 

typical timers obtained from 3 transmissions [26], as shown in Figure 1-3. First, the mobile 

node i sends a request packet Q�� to an anchor j. Then the anchor answers with a response 

packet R1��, to complete a round trip to estimate the distance with the ToF (Two-Way Ranging 

2-WR). Finally, the anchor sends a second response packet	R2�� to complete the 3-WR and 

compensate the clock drift between the nodes clocks. During these transactions, the on-body 

nodes collect the different timers of the 3-WR packets transmission and reception. Thus, the 

distance d��	is evaluated as follows: 

 

          	d� ��t� 
 	 �� 	c	� T" #	T�� #	T$ #	T��% #  T& #	T"	� #	T' #	T$�%(												 (1-1) 
 

 Time of Flight                           Clock Drift 

 

where c is the light speed. We define ∆*1 
 	T$ #	T� (resp. ∆*2 
 T' #	T$) as the delay between 

the reception of a request packet and the transmission of a response 1 packet (resp. the delay 

between the transmission of the response packets). 

 d� ��t� 
 	 �� 	c	� T" #	T�� #	∆t1% #  T& #	T"	� #	∆t2%(																											(1-2) 

 

From this transaction, the goal is that each on-body mobile node i calculates its position after 

estimating its distance with the anchors. Accordingly, the instantaneous position for a node is 

defined as +�� and the estimated position is defined as a function of estimated distances   +��% 
 , ����%,  ����%, … , ���/0��. This function differs depending on the position algorithm, e.g. 

conventional algorithms (Linear Least Square Error (LLSE), Time Difference of Arrival 

(TDOA) [24]) and cooperative techniques (Maximum Likelihood (ML), Cooperative 

Constrained (CDWMDS) [27]).  
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Figure 1-3: IR-UWB 2WR and 3-WR protocol 

 

1.2.2 SPECIFIC TECHNICAL ASPECTS TO CONSIDER WITH IR-UWB FOR MOTION CAPTURE 

From this modeling, we can notice that there are several parameters that may affect the 2-WR 

and 3-WR based ranging estimators [28]. Such parameters can be the clock synchronization 

between the nodes, the channel variations, the mobility of nodes, the variation of ∆t1 and ∆t2, 

the number of nodes/anchors and the scheduling of the 3-WR (2-WR) packets.  

 

The clock synchronization between the nodes is critical to achieve a high accuracy of the ToA 

estimation [29] and maintaining clock usually increases the complexity of the node hardware. 

In literature, we can find several works leading with clock synchronization, e.g. [29] [30] [31]. 

In [29], authors proposed to study the performance of the loop filter to reduce the effect of the 

clock jitter. In [30] [31], the time-hopping code is used for the synchronization by comparing 

the estimated distances between the received pulses and those predicted with the  knowledge 

of the TH sequence. Moreover, in the case of de-/miss-synchronization between two nodes, a 

round-trip time can be estimated to estimate the clock drift [26] (e.g. 3-WR ).  But this can be a 

problem for positioning if there is no synchronization between the mobile node and the anchor 

nodes. In this case, it is suitable to synchronize the reference nodes to employ the time-

difference-of-arrival (TDOA) technique [17] [24].  

 

Another problem is the channel variations impact on the pulses detection (Deliverables D2.2, 

D2.3, D2.4, D2.5) leading into ranging errors and packet loss. In literature, we can find two 

ToA ranging detection methods (Peak detection, leading edge detection) within three types of 

receivers for IR-UWB [32] [33] (coherent, differential and non-coherent). The ranging detection 

method choice depends on the channel conditions [19], in the peak detection approach the 

ToA aims to estimate the strongest multipath component; alternatively, the leading edge 

detection is based on the first multipath component arriving at the receiver. In BAN, most of 

the ToA measurements are affected by NLoS due to the shadowing of the body and the high 
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mobility of nodes. Therefore, the direct path is attenuated in most of the cases and in this case 

the strongest multipath will not arrive first. For this reason, leading edge returns a better 

ranging estimation. For the receiver choice, we discussed in Deliverable D2.5 about the 

possibilities of the non-coherent receiver [33] due to the low cost and low complexity of 

implementation in the BAN context.  As the BAN channel presents high packet loss, the low 

complexity of the non-coherent approach let us create a joint solution with the performance of 

cooperative strategies at PHY and MAC level [21]. For example, we can imagine comparing 

the performance of a specific MAC for PHY cooperative algorithms e.g. Amplify and Forward 

(AF) [34] [35] , Decode and Forward (DF) [10] or Compress and Forward (CF) [13] [36]. 

 

However, most of this solutions are based on the WSN scenarios where the nodes are assumed 

to be quasi-static. The mobility of nodes depends on the kind of human activity and it may 

have an impact on the capacity of the BAN system to estimate accurate positions for motion 

capture. Moreover, the physical channel between anchors and mobile nodes depends on the 

speed of nodes and we can have high packet loss rate under high speeds. Furthermore, the 

position of a mobile node evolves during the 3-WR packets transmission, so the delay of ∆t1 

and ∆t2 needs to be as smaller as possible to achieve accurate positioning estimation. This is a 

major problem because the introduction of errors in the ranging estimations will cause an error 

on the position estimation. Indeed, as stated in Section 1.2.1, the position estimation depends 

on the accuracy of the distances calculated with the anchor nodes. This is possible in the case 

of WBAN, during the transmission of 3-WR packets the mobile nodes are always moving and 

the estimated distances with the anchors are not performed at the same time for the position 

of the node, which can lead into an error estimation on the positioning Figure 1-3.   

 

Moreover, if we consider a bigger topology of mobile nodes performing 3-WR transactions, 

the positioning error may increase because of the high traffic of packets in the network. 

Therefore, it is necessary to find new cooperative strategies at MAC/NWK layer to mitigate 

the positioning error within an acceptable latency, e.g. Aggregated & Broadcast [26], 

scheduling of 3-WR packets and enhanced slot allocation for nodes under mobility. 
 

 
Figure 1-4: Error on ranging estimation with TDOA (static node vs mobile node) 
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1.2.3 GENERAL DISCUSSION ON CROSS-LAYER DESIGN FOR LOCALIZATION 

The design of the PHY/MAC/NWK layer has to be seen as an independent black box offering 

the service of enhanced communications for the localization applications. The adoption of new 

cooperative algorithms has to match with the use of the IR-UWB PHY layer defined on the 

standard IEEE802.15.6. A cross-layer design will lead to strategies for system optimization 

considering the throughput, the delay, the degree of fairness, the energy consumption and the 

positioning accuracy.  The recent works in localization with WBAN focused on the radio issues 

and localization algorithms performances without rigorous scope on MAC or NWK strategies.  

 

Previous works focusing on MAC design for localization with UWB systems proposed 

protocol strategies based on beacon-enabled Time Division Multiple Access and evaluated the 

performance in terms of accuracy and latency. In [26], they proposed cooperative ranging with 

Aggregated and Broadcast schemes to reduce the delay of 3-WR transactions. In [37], they 

focus on better resource management with priority levels for communication. In [38], they 

focus on the relation between MAC delay and UWB accuracy related to the number of anchors 

and the communication range of nodes under mobility. However, all these works focus on 

localization applications for WSN which do not present the same problems of WBAN and they 

do not consider the impact of the scheduling of localization packets on the positioning 

estimation nor more accurate routes for enhanced communication between the nodes. In [39], 

they proposed scheduling schemes for cooperative distributed localization with two different 

policies (node neighborhood and links quality) to reduce positioning convergence, latency and 

overhead. However, they consider a 2D Positioning for WSN which again is not realistic for 

WBAN location-aware applications. 

 

As discussed in Deliverable D3.1, the main functions on MAC design that we have to consider 

for localization purposes [40] are the medium sharing, topology organization, admission 

control, packet scheduling, power control and quality of service. Thus, while the MAC layer 

attempt to decide whether or not cooperation is necessary and select the optimal relaying 

entities among the network, the NWK layer defines the routing protocols to deliver the 3-WR 

packets between the mobile node and the anchors with cooperative strategies. In this case, the 

NWK has several challenges to be addressed, i.e. specific link definition, cost of route 

establishment and maintenance, multi-flow throughput and multi path interference, 

optimization of path delays. Thus, the application layer will seek to aggregate and compress 

on the fly the information detected by the sensors to reduce traffic and perform 

enhanced/distributed positioning algorithms. The NWK and positioning issues will be more 

detailed in Deliverables D3.5 and D3.6.  

 

In this Deliverable, we aim to propose cross-layer PHY/MAC strategies by quantifying their 

behavior and compare their performance on positioning estimation under realistic WBAN 

scenarios. In this task, a single WBAN is considered for most of the studies in this Deliverable. 

Thus, this work is divided and organized in three Chapters as follows. 

 

Chapter 2 consists on the study of the ranging estimation with a complete protocol stack by 

crossing physical up to the application layer dedicated to WBAN radio-location applications. 
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For this purpose, we use a discrete-event simulator, WSNet, which takes into account the real 

time constraints for maintaining the peer-to-peer ranging transactions along the network and 

addresses all the layers. With this framework, we investigate and characterize the impact of 

nodes mobility and the WBAN channel variations (Deliverable 2.2, 2.3, 2.4) on the distance 

estimation. We consider both LSIMC and CGN in navigation application with respect to on-, 

off- or inter-body links. Then, we quantify and compare both impacts in order to propose an 

adapted cooperative cross-layer mechanism for localization. 

 

Chapter 3 is share with D3.5 (for positioning investigation) and aims at providing design 

specifications concerning Application, NWK, MAC and PHY layers in a cross-layer 

perspective. From the results on Chapter 2, we address the problems of  positioning error due 

to the latency and WBAN mobility MAC scheduling strategies of 3-WR packets and adapted 

resource allocation.  For this, we provide a comparison of different scheduling strategies 

dealing with the mobility and the latency of ranging packets between the nodes and the 

anchors that triggers positioning error. Moreover, we consider a mobility model based from 

two realistic LSIMC scenarios. 

 

In Chapter 4,  we quantify the impact of the WBAN channel on the positioning success rate of 

on-body mobile nodes. Then, we propose a cooperative mechanism at MAC layer to overcome 

the packet loss by choosing virtual on-body anchors. We thus adopted a bottom-up approach 

for our protocol evaluation with two different channel models i) an on-body empirical model 

as defined by the CM3 IR-UWB channel (D2.3-D2.4) and ii) a channel model calculated with a 

ray-tracing simulation (D2.5). In this study, the very challenging issue is to propose an 

algorithm allowing several nodes to find the best virtual anchor without degrading the 

positioning accuracy under an acceptable latency.  

 

Finally, Chapter 5 concludes the deliverable and comments on the current CORMORAN 

outcomes to consider for further investigation on LSIMC and CGN applications.  
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2. IMPACT OF CONVENTIONAL MAC CONSTRAINTS ON WBAN-BASED IR-

UWB RANGING UNDER REALISTIC MOBILITY  

2.1. INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter we focus on the study of the mobility and channel characterization for the 

ranging estimation. In the literature, the considered challenges on Individual Motion Capture 

using IR-UWB are mainly the clock synchronization, the NLOS case (Non Line of Sight), the 

interference and multipath [28]. When considering mobility, some nodes located in the body 

moves always and the positions of the nodes changes at each frame transmission, thus 

introducing error in the estimation [25] [41]. In [42], the authors have considered the mobility 

issue, for the localization of a pedestrian in a room. They present the issues of ranging error, 

position update latency and calculation algorithms under mobility. But, no rigorous analysis 

was provided. Besides, the considered speed is much lower than the one in a BAN. They show 

the impact of MAC allocation resources on the capacity of the tracking system for Wireless 

Sensor Networks (WSN) scenarios. Therefore, it is necessary to understand the drawbacks 

between the mobility and channel constraints before the design of any protocol at the upper 

layer. 

 

In terms of protocols, the PHY layer considered for the LSMIC scenario is the UWB proposed 

in the IEEE 802.15.6 group. We will consider the cases when we are in the ideal case for the 

localization (i.e. study of the mobility impact on localization with Line of Sight) and the case 

with realistic channel models with enhanced localization algorithms. For the MAC layer, we 

will study the protocol defined by the standard but depending on the final application, we 

will propose to adapt some MAC features, especially to comply with constraints for 

cooperative transmissions and localization applications. Then, considering the co-simulator 

between WSNET and Pylayers presented in the Deliverable D2.5, we will be able to implement 

the protocols and algorithms in order to study the behavior and performances under realistic 

scenarios, as the one performed during the measurement campaign at ENS Cachan Bretagne, 

Deliverable D4.1. 

 

2.2. IMPACT OF MOBILITY ON RANGING ERROR 

As explained on the introduction, the objective of the Task 3.1 of the CORMORAN project is 

to propose new cooperative algorithms in order to collect information to achieve enhanced 

communications and location, to enable Individual Motion Capture applications.  In the last 

case, the posture of On-Body nodes is expected to be estimated with an Impulse Radio-Ultra 

Wide-band (IR-UWB) system [24]. The high temporal resolution of the pulses makes possible 

to calculate the distance between two nodes by estimating the Time of Flight (ToF) of three 

packets as defined by the Three Way Ranging Protocol (3-WR) [26]. However, this technique 

was proposed in the case of WSN, where the node has a regular motion and the coordination 

between anchors and mobiles nodes is easy to achieve and maintain.  In the case of WBAN, 

nodes are affected by different variations in the speed of the human body. Therefore, the 

distances estimated vary during the 3-WR transactions, inducing positioning errors. 
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Moreover, the delays of packets can also be affected by the number of nodes/anchors; the order 

of the slot allocation for the nodes; but also by the strategies used to schedule the 3-WR packets. 

This means that the system needs a MAC protocol as flexible as possible to consider all these 

parameters and adapt the system to different human activities. Thus, the study of these 

parameters is important for a cross layer protocol design and it  will be more discussed on the 

Chapter 3. 

 

For this purpose, we focus on the study of the impact of mobility on ranging estimation 

considering the LSIMC scenario   along with the consideration for the MAC design. First, we 

defined a system model considering the LSIMC scenario for the study on the impact of 

mobility for positioning estimation. Then we propose to extend the study with a theoretical 

model of this issue by considering the speed of nodes and the delays of packets.  

 

2.2.1 LOCALIZATION ERROR RELATED TO THE DELAYS OF RANGING PACKETS 

When considering mobility for localization applications in WBAN, we explained in Chapter 

1.2.2 that the distance between a pair of node and anchor changes at each transmission of the 

3-WR packets, thus introducing error in the ranging estimation [25]. There are few works 

considering this issue, in [42] the authors have considered the mobility issue, for the 

localization of a pedestrian in a room. But, no rigorous analysis was provided. Besides, the 

considered speed is much lower than the one in a BAN.  For this reason, we propose a 

preliminary study for Individual Motion Capture to quantify the impact of mobility on the 

ranging estimation [43]. First, we analyze the distance estimation between 2 nodes, a mobile 

sensor and an anchor attached to a human body. The anchor has a known position with respect 

to a global 3D coordinate system while the sensor does not have any knowledge of its own 

position. We assume that the sensor follows a back-and-forth linear motion. 

 

2.2.2 SIMULATION AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION  

We defined a physical (PHY) Layer based on the IEEE802.15.6 PHY UWB [44] in default mode 

(OOK modulation, data rate 0.4875 Mbps) and we consider a Line of Sight (LOS) channel 

without packet loss. Therefore, we assume that our radio is capable to detect the first path of 

IR-UWB to detect the precise TOA at the receiver. At the Medium Access Control (MAC) 

Layer, we define a protocol based on the TDMA protocol and we assume that it is beacon 

enabled.  Then, we reserve three transmission periods corresponding to the 3-WR (2-WR) 

protocol (Section 1.2.1) and we considered two types of parameters: (i) the speed of nodes; (ii) 

the values of ∆t1 and ∆t2.   Then, we quantify the impact of mobility by using the Root Mean 

Square Error (RMSE). 
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The RMSE compare the estimated distance �BCD with three reference distances �EBF as follows: �EBF� is the distance at the beginning of the first request, �EBF�  is the distance at the reception 

of the last response, and �GHI is the average of �EBF� and �EBF�. 

 

 

 

Figure 2-1: (a) RMSE of estimated distance between 2-WR/3-WR as function of speed.  (b) 

RMSE of estimated distance between 2-WR/3-WR as function of ∆JK. (c) RMSE of 

estimated distance with 3-WR as function of ∆JL. 

Figure 1-1 shows that RMSE increases with the speed and the response time ∆t1 and ∆t2. This 

means that increasing one of these parameters leads to a higher distance between the nodes 

due to the node mobility, and hence an error in the ranging estimation is introduced. The 

results show that depending on the speed and the chosen reference point, the 2WR can be 

better than 3-WR if only mobility is taken into account. This would mean that the channel 

would be less used since sends a packet less. Moreover, the results show that ∆*1 has more 
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impact on the ranging estimation than the speed since the RMSE can reach an important 

ranging error (>50cm) while with 20m/s (i.e. human fist speed) of speed RMSE do not exceed 

12cm of error. This leads us to investigate more in the optimization of the scheduling problem 

(3-WR) in order to reduce the response time ∆*1. 

 

2.3. THEORETICAL MODEL OF THE MOBILITY IMPACT 

In section 2.2, we conclude that the ranging accuracy depends on the speed of nodes and the 

duration of ∆*1 and ∆*2. In particular, the delay ∆*1 to send the first response 11��	has more 

impact than the time taken ∆*2	for the second response		12��. Therefore, the nodes present a 

bigger displacement when these delays increase. In this study, we aim to analyze the impact 

of speed on the ranging estimation. For this, we propose a theoretical model that takes into 

account this impact [45]. Then, we show the relation of speed of nodes with the estimated 

distances by evaluating our theoretical model with the simulated ranging estimation. 

Moreover, we give some important key points to consider when designing MAC protocols to 

perform localization applications. Our results show a high correlation between the type of 

performed movement (and therefore, the speed of nodes) and the error in the ranging 

estimation. 

 

2.3.1 MODELLING THE MOBILITY IMPACT 

In this work, we consider a WBAN embedded on a person in full-mesh where all nodes ��  can 

directly communicate in pairs with the same topology described in Section 1.2.1. Accordingly, 

we model the 3-WR communication between the mobile node i and the anchor node j as 

follows (Figure 2-2): 

• At time	*M, the mobile node i sends a request packet N�� to the anchor. 

• At time	*�, the anchor answers with a response packet 11��. Thus, the node is able to 

estimate the ToF of the pulses and therefore, a first ranging estimation (2-WR). 

• Finally, at	*�, the anchor sends a second response packet	12�� to complete the 3-WR.  

 

From these transactions, we define the times T�, T$ and T' as the moments where the nodes 

sends the Q��, R1�� and	R1��  packets respectively. Similarly, we note T�,	T" and T& as the ToA of 

these same packets respectively. Thus, the distance d��	is evaluated with Eq. (1-1) as presented 

in Section 1.2.1. In order to quantify the impact of node speed on the ranging estimation, we 

consider a three-Dimensional Euclidean space (OP, QP,  RP, RP). We define +ST*� 
 	OP+SSSSSSST as the 

position vector between the origin point and the node's position at time t. Moreover, we note �T�� 
 	+USST*� #	+VSST*�	as the distance vector between node i and anchor j during a 3-WR packet 

transmission. 
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Figure 2-2: 3-Way ranging protocol applied with mobile nodes 

As the 3-WR packets are send at different moments (Figure 2-2), while the nodes are moving, 

the initial distance is affected by different displacements (tM 	→ 	 t� and	t� 	→ 	 t�), leading to 3 

distances for the same ranging estimation. As result, Eq. (1-1) can be written as:  

 d� ��t� 
 	 �� 	�		XdST��tM�X � 	2	XdST��t��X #	XdST��t��X	(																					(2-2) 

 

where 	XdST��t�X	represents the distance vector norm terms of c (speed propagation pulse).  In 

our model, we aim to express d� ��t� as a function of the nodes speed VSST�t� and the initial 

distance dST��tM�. Accordingly, we obtain the following system of equations with 3 variables: 

 

Z[
\ dST��tM� 
 	+USSTtM� #	+VSSTtM�dST��t�� 
 	dST��tM� #	VSST�t��T" # 	T�� � 	VSST�t��	∆*1dST��t�� 
 	dST��t�� #	VSST�t��T& # 	T"� � 	VSST�t��	∆*2

																				(2-3) 

 

In practice, we can find a first approximation if we neglect the speed of a node (<10m/s) 

compared to the pulse speed propagation (c) during a packet transmission. Thus the system 

of equations yields to: 

 

Z[
\ dST��tM� 
 	+USSTtM� #	+VSSTtM�dST��t�� 
 	dST��tM� # 	VSST�t�� # VSST�t��	�	∆*1dST��t�� 
 	dST��t�� # 	VSST�t�� # VSST�t��	�	∆*2

																																		(2-4) 
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2.3.2 CONVENTIONAL MAC WITH SCHEDULING STRATEGIES  

For positioning estimation within a three-dimensional space, the node estimates its distance 

through 3-WR with (at least) 4 anchors, and then calculates its position with a positioning 

algorithm (e.g. TDOA). However, in function of the number of nodes to locate, the scheduling 

of 3-WR packets becomes a problem due to the possible delays for ranging estimation. This 

issue will be more investigated on Chapter 3. For instance, we implement two scheduling 

MAC strategies [46] order to validate our theoretical analysis where the frame holds enough 

slots for an individual location of all nodes. Moreover, ∆*1 and ∆*2 are fixed by the scheduling 

strategies at the MAC layer: 

 

• Single node localization (P2P-B) where each node i intend to send the requests N� to 

the anchors in broadcast. Then, each anchor answers with 11�� and 12�� successively in 

single-links to the nodes. 

• Aggregated and Broadcast (A&B) [26] where nodes send the requests N� in broadcast. 

Thereafter, each anchor j gathers the ToA of each request and sends an aggregated 

response (11�) to all nodes, followed by the second response (12�). Thus, A&B increases 

the ∆*1 delay even though it reduces the frame size. 

 

 

Figure 2-3: P2P-B and A&B scheduling mechanisms 
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2.3.3 MOBILITY MODEL 

We consider a realistic Yoga Model, obtained by measurement during the CORMORAN 

project at the M2S laboratory, ENS Cachan, France in June 2014 [47]. This model was generated 

using an optical motion capture system (Vicon [48]) based on infrared at a rate of 100 Hz. For 

this, we deployed 16 cameras in a confined space of 10x6 m² and we considered a scenario 

timing of 100s to perform a Yoga activity. The interest in this scenario is the study of the 

presence or absence of movement which separates the impact of the speed and the other error 

factors on the accuracy. The series of the static positions (realizing yoga postures (e.g. put both 

feet together and hands above the head)) is performed in the same place, so only the 

articulations of the body perform a movement. Here, we consider a network composed of 4 

anchors and 4 mobile nodes, as shown in Figure 2-4. The anchors are positioned on the most 

static parts of the body: the right chest (A�), the left chest (A�), the left hip (A$) and the back 

(A"). The mobile nodes are located on the right arm (N') the left arm (N&), the right foot (N_) 

and the head (N`). Thus, we were able to calculate the position and the instantaneous velocity 

of each node. 

 

 

Figure 2-4: a) Camera snapshot during the measurement of the Yoga activity. b) Multi-

cylinder Body reconstruction - the red (resp. blue) points refer to the mobile nodes (resp. 

anchors). 

2.3.4 SIMULATION AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

In this work, we adopt a discrete event simulation with WSNet [49], suitable for the test of our 

theoretical model on the experiment movement traces. In particular, we implemented an UWB 

PHY layer as defined by the standard IEEE802.15.6 in default mode (OOK modulation and 

0.4875 Mb/s), as detailed in the Deliverable D2.5. At the MAC layer, we implemented the 

protocols based on TDMA, the P2P-B and A&B algorithms, as detailed in Section 2.3.2. Finally, 

we created a mobility model, which exploits the traces of the Yoga scenario (Section Mobility 

Model2.3.3) during the 100 ms of acquisition. Within this framework, we evaluate the ranging 

error over time between the real distance and the distance estimated in function of the packet 

delays and the speed of nodes. 
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A. Relation between nodes speed and ranging estimation  

For a preliminary analysis, we evaluate by simulation the error on the estimated distances and 

quantify the impact on the design of the MAC layer. For this purpose, we simulated the P2P-

B and A&B strategies to perform the 3-WR ranging estimation for the Yoga scenario. For our 

network composed of 4 anchors and 4 nodes, the TDMA frame duration depends on the 

strategy, for P2P-B ab�b c 54	fg	and for A&B a	&i c 18	fg. 

 

For instance, if we analyze the calculated speed of nodes (Figure 2-5), we observe that the 

anchors are quasi-static (not presented) compared to the mobile nodes (<3 m/s) which move 

according to the performed Yoga positions (Figure 2-7). Accordingly, the range estimation will 

be affected mostly by the movement of mobile nodes. 

 

  

Figure 2-5: Speed of mobile nodes 

 

Figure 2-6: Comparison of the simulated ranging error with a) P2P-B and b) A&B between 

the mobile nodes and kl  
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We give in Figure 2-6 (a) and (b) the ranging error obtained by simulation with P2P-B and 

A&B respectively, when the mobiles nodes try to estimate their distance with the A". The 

general trend of the curves shows that the ranging error (for both strategies) follows the 

evolution of the node speed (Figure 2-5). Thus, we can observe three main periods of activity 

(Figure 2-7):  Sb1 (0-50 s), Sb2 (50-70 s) and Sb3 (70-100 s).  

• In Sb1, the subject realized the half moon and mountain poses by raising and dropping 

both hands several times above his head. Therefore, nodes on the hands (N' and N&) 

show the most of variation errors, whereas the nodes on the foot (N_) and the head (N`) 

are quasi-static. 

• In Sb2, the subject realized the warrior and tree poses by stretching his legs. This 

explains the error on the ranging estimation with the leg (N_). In particular, we observe 

a quick change from negative to positive error at the end. 

• In Sb3, the subject leans forward to touch his feet with his hands (bend forward pose) 

where the mobile nodes come close to the anchors, yielding errors on all the nodes.  

 

 

Figure 2-7: Three main periods of activity: Sb1 (0-50) s, Sb1 (50-70) s and Sb1 (70-100) s 

 

Half moon & 
 mountain pose 

Warrior  & 
tree pose 

Bend  
forward pose 
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B. Validation of our theoretical model 

In the following study, we quantify the error between the initial distance XdST��tM�X	and	the dijt	with our theoretical model (dijt
	12			dijt0�	2	dijt1#	dijt2																						(2-2). Then, we compare 

this theoretical error with the error obtained by simulation (Figure 2-6 and Figure 2-9), by 

fixing ∆t1 and ∆t2 with the delays related with P2P-B and A&B. First, we observe that the 

theoretical error (Figure 2-9) is correlated with the evolution of the speed (Figure 2-5). 

Moreover, we can observe an association between the variation of the distances estimated with A" (Figure 2-8) and the theoretical error. In fact, when nodes and anchors move away (resp. 

get closer), there is an increase (resp. decrease) of the distance estimated by simulation, but 

also a theoretical negative (resp. positive) error. This kind of information may help to reduce 

the ranging error. If we compare the ranging error (Figure 2-9) between A&B and P2P-B, we 

observe that A&B has visibly an increased level of error compared to P2P-B. In fact, P2P-B 

subsample the motion and A&B detects the movements with more detail. These observations 

are more visible with the simulated errors for both strategies.  

 

 Figure 2-8: Real distance evolution between the nodes and kl 

 

Figure 2-9: Comparison of the theoretical ranging error with a) P2P-B and b) A&B between 

the mobile nodes and kl 
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C. Consequences of the comparison theoretical model – simulations. 

At this point of the investigation, the difference between the simulated errors and theoretical 

errors (for both strategies) is due to the limit of simulation related to the mobility model. Figure 

2-10 shows the theoretical error with the P2P-B delays for anchors (A�), (A�) and (A$). We 

observe that the variance of the theoretical error evolves progressively for each anchor in 

function of the delays and the speed of nodes. However, this is not the case by simulation 

which depends on frame duration and mobility sampling. In fact, when designing MAC 

protocols through simulation, it is necessary to consider the correct sampling for the mobility 

model (in our case Tu��vw	= 10 ms). If the duration of one 3-WR transaction is lower than 10 ms, 

the level of error will not be affected by the speed, since the simulation changes the positions 

of nodes according to the mobility sampling. Considering this issue with more anchors, we 

can expect to have the same level of ranging error with the anchors performing their 

transactions during the same interval.  

 

Figure 2-10: Comparison of the theoretical ranging error with P2P-B between the mobile 

nodes and (a) kK	, (b) kL, (c) kx 
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D. Impact of the speed of nodes on the positioning estimation.  

In order to complete this study, we estimated by simulation (Figure 2-11) the error on the 

positions estimated with A&B and TDOA [24] and we compare this error with the normalized 

ranging error between the nodes and A". We observe that there is a correlation between the 

positioning error and the theoretical error on the distance estimation. However, the 

positioning error is higher due to the cumulated errors with the other anchors during the 

positions calculation with TDOA. Moreover, the results show that the error on the distance 

estimation (y 2	zf) and positioning (y 5	zf) is small relative to the distance traveled (Figure 

2-8) (40 – 120 cm), and exhibits a variation correlated with the speed of nodes (Figure 2-5).  

 

Figure 2-11: Comparison of (a) the normalized ranging error calculated theoretically 

between nodes and kl	 and (b) the error on positions estimated with A&B by simulation 

2.3.5 CONCLUSION 

This section presents the impact of speed on the ranging estimation of mobile nodes in a 

WBAN. We modeled this impact with a theoretical model of the 3-WR protocol in function of 

the speed and the packets delays. We quantified this effect by using a realistic Yoga scenario 

and we evaluated the ranging error by simulation with two MAC strategies: P2P-B and A&B. 

One of the main features of this work is the observation of a correlation between the distance 

and the theoretical error. In fact, knowing when the error is positive or negative give us the 

key to predict when the nodes are getting closer or not. This kind of information is important 

to collect in order to make a control of the distance estimations. We can imaging a joint inertial 

- radio location system with accelerometers to estimate the speed of nodes, then as the MAC 

frame is synchronized and beacon enabled, we can obtain the duration of delays ∆t1 and ∆t2, 

therefore, we can evaluate the ranging error related with the mobility of nodes to increase the 

distance estimation. Finally, we show with the theoretical results that the nodes speed (and its 

associated mobility model) has an impact on the design of MAC strategies and the positioning 

estimation. In the next Section, we will extend this analysis to other scenarios and with a 
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physical channel in order to compare the ranging error produced by the mobility and the 

channel variations.  

 

2.4. CHARACTERIZATION OF RANGING ERRORS OVER VARIOUS LINK KINDS UNDER 

REALISTIC MOBILITY 

In this section, we aim to quantify and compare the ranging error produced by the mobility of 

nodes and the WBAN channel for localization purposes [50]. From one side, as explained in 

Sections 2.2 and 2.3, the mobility of nodes affects the ranging estimation during the packets 

exchange between a node trying to estimate its position and a reference anchor. In WBAN, the 

protocols proposed in literature do not consider that the estimation of one position is 

calculated with distances evaluated at different times with nodes moving all the time (Figure 

1-4). On the other hand, the shadowing of the body and the multipath may compromise the 

ToA estimation of pulses. However, due to the high difficulty of radio-location experiments 

(i.e. lack of IEEE 802.15.6 integrated devices), most works of literature [25] [42] [51] [52] are 

focused on theoretical studies using often unrealistic assumptions and inaccurate abstraction 

of wireless communications, or focusing on a given layer, ignoring the other network layers. 

For this reason, we considered a realistic navigation group scenario composed of three 

WBANs communicating through on-body, body-to-body and off-body links. 

  

2.4.1 NETWORK CONFIGURATION  

As shown in Figure 2-12, we consider a WBAN in full-mesh connectivity with two types of 

nodes: the mobile nodes which are placed on the body and they have no knowledge of their 

own position and the anchors nodes having knowledge of their positions in all the time. We 

have three kinds of links between these nodes: the on-body links to communicate nodes placed 

in a single WBAN, the inter-body nodes to connect nodes between different WBANs and the 

off-body links to exchange packets with fixed nodes in the infrastructure. A set of anchors 

define a Local Coordinated System (LCS) to locate the mobile nodes within a Global 

Coordinated System (GCS) related to the infrastructure. In this coordinated system, all the on-

body nodes communicate peer-to-peer with the anchors or even between them using IR-UWB, 

to estimate the ToA with 3-WR (Section 1.2.1.). In order to avoid the interference between 

communications, a TDMA-based MAC layer is used by all the nodes and we assume that is 

synchronized and beacon enabled. We refer to non-cooperative localization (resp. cooperative 

localization) when a node performs the 3-WR with the anchors only (resp. with the anchors 

and the other on-body nodes). 
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Figure 2-12: Deployment of the group navigation scenario. There are three kinds of links: 

on-body links (green colour), inter-body links (black colour) and off-body links (blue 

colour). The on-body nodes (red colour) must be positioned relatively to the fixed anchors. 

 

2.4.2 POSITIONING AND RANGING ASSESSMENT   

As explained in Section 2.4.1, the distances are estimated through RT-TOF with 3-WR. Once 

all the distances are estimated between the on-body nodes with the anchors and/or with the 

other on-body nodes, the on-body nodes positions can be calculated using a localization 

algorithm. However, the traffic sent over the wireless medium quickly increases with the 

number of devices and the MAC protocol employed. Moreover, the distance between the 

nodes can change between the beginning and the end of the 3-WR, reducing the accuracy of 

the ranging estimations. Thus, we can expect that the main source of ranging error is related 

to the involved WBAN channel and the mobility of nodes along with the algorithm to collect 

the ToF from the 3-WR packets. Quantifying the ranging error due to these three parameters 

is beneficial for the phase of the resolution of the localization problem. 

 

In this study, we implanted three scheduling strategies with different delays in order to 

quantify their related ranging error.  The first strategy consists in a classical peer-to-peer 

transaction (P2P) realizing the 3-WR transactions for each couple of devices. Then, we 

implemented the procedure proposed in [26] called Aggregate-and-Broadcast (A&B), to 

reduce the volume of control traffic. With this strategy, each node initiates the ranging 

transactions by broadcasting a request packet to all the other nodes, instead of querying each 

node separately. The concerned nodes then aggregate its response and broadcast the response 

packets by order. The last solution is an intermediate peer-to-peer strategy (P2P-Broadcast) 

where nodes broadcast the requests and then, the responses are transmitted one by one 

(Section 2.3.2).   
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2.4.3 MOBILITY MODEL 

The mobility model was calculated by ray-tracing simulation with PyLayers [53] using the 

mobility traces obtained from the CORMORAN measurement campaign (Section 2.3.3). In this 

campaign, we deployed 16 cameras based on the Vicon [48] optical technology in a restricted 

area of 10x6 m². In this study, we consider a real scenario with three persons in random 

navigation with the presence of four fixed anchors (Figure 2-12). Two subjects are embedded 

with four devices each, while the third subject is equipped with three devices (due to the 

limited number of devices). The devices are placed at the chest left, the chest right, the shoulder 

and the back. We equipped each wireless device with a Vicon marker in order to record its 

exact position alongside in addition to the movements of each subject. 

2.4.4 SIMULATION AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

We use a discrete-event simulator, WSNet [49], which takes into account the real time 

constraints for maintaining the peer-to-peer ranging transactions along the network and 

addresses all the layers. We implemented a complete protocol stack by crossing the physical 

up to the application layer dedicated to WBANs localization applications, particularly, based 

on IR-UWB physical layer with OOK modulation as defined by IEEE 802.15.6 and TDMA-

based access control layer that mimics the scheduled access of a group of WBANs. We 

implemented a mobility model resulting from real experiments (Section 2.4.3). To perform a 

ranging estimation, we added the 3-WR protocol with the possibility of using A&B, P2P or 

P2P-B. We quantify the ranging error with the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), computed as 

the absolute difference of measured and real distances. All simulation results are obtained over 

20 independent trial runs. Over each run of 100s, the number of ranging updates between each 

pair of nodes is about 1300 times. 

 

A. Preliminary study: determining elements of mobility  

For a preliminary analysis, we evaluate by simulation the impact of the on-body nodes speed 

with perfect channel. Here, we use a scenario of Individual Motion Capture similar to the one 

presented in Section 2.4.3. We embedded 11 nodes in a single body as follows:  one at the head, 

two at the torso, one at the back, one by hand, one by foot, one at the knee and one by elbow. 

Figure 2-13 illustrates the evolution of the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the range 

RMSE. If we compare the RMSE of three different on-body links (Figure 2-13 (a)), the ranging 

error is more affected when the nodes mobility is considered faster, confirming the conclusions 

from Section 2.3. In Figure 2-13 (b), we observe that the ranging accuracy also depends on the 

involved transaction protocol. In fact, P2P and P2P-B shows a similar behavior compared to 

A&B which perform better. These results confirm that by reducing the delays of the 3-WR 

transactions, we can improve the ranging estimation, e.g. as showed in Section 2.2 and 2.3. 
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Figure 2-13: CDFs of Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of ranging errors using the Yoga 

scenario. (a) The RMSE for different on-body links. (b) The RMSE for different 

transaction protocols 

 

Figure 2-14: CDFs of Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of ranging errors on the on-, off- 

and inter-body link using the Group Navigation Scenarios and A&B. 

 

When we analyze the results for the group navigation scenario (Figure 2-14) with A&B, we 

observe that the ranging accuracy varies depending on the type of link. In particular, the on-

body ranging error is relatively negligible with respect to the error of inter-body and off-body 

links. This observation refers to the fact that the nodes mobility is bounded at the body scale, 

but unbounded at the large scale where the body-to-body and the off-body links are involved. 

This observation is very important for cooperative context, since it leads to promote and 

enhance the use of on-body cooperation. 

2.4.5 CONCLUSION 

This preliminary study let us observe the effect of mobility on ranging estimation considering 

the different constraints for the MAC design. Accordingly, we focused on the localization 

application with WBAN communicating in full-mesh using IR-UWB. For this, we considered 

a realistic scenario with on-body, body-to-body and off-body links where nodes estimate their 
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distances through 3-WR with a set of anchors composing a reference system.  By quantifying 

the ranging error for the on-body, inter-body and off-body links under a realistic scenario, we 

observed that the ranging error varies depending on the scheduling MAC protocol, but also 

the kind of link (on-/body-to-/off- body). This founding is important to consider by the 

positioning system, especially at the MAC layer and the optimization of the resource 

utilization (e.g. slot allocation or scheduling of packets). This study [50] will be extended with 

the Deliverable D3.5 to compare the ranging error produced by the mobility and the channel 

variations to improve the localization accuracy, e.g. by using cooperative extended Kalman 

filter.  

 

2.5. DISCUSSION AND PERSPECTIVES 

 

In this Chapter, we characterized the ranging error due to the mobility and the WBAN channel 

which is necessary for the estimation of nodes position in a WBAN. In Section 2.2, we showed 

that the classic n-WR protocols (e.g. 2-WR and 3-WR) used for ranging estimation can be 

affected by the mobility of WBAN nodes. This is because, under mobility, the position of an 

on-body node may not be the same between the moment it sends a request packet and at the 

moment it receives the response packets from the anchors. A tradeoff was found between the 

ranging accuracy and the latency of 3-WR packets that has to be suited to the localization 

applications with WBAN.  

 

In Section 2.3, we quantified through a theoretical model the ranging error due to the mobility 

and we showed that depending on the speed of nodes, the error increases. From this study, 

we infer that the MAC design has to use maximum knowledge on biomechanics intra-BAN 

model in order to guarantee a minimum and acceptable positioning results. Therefore, we 

propose to extend the study in Chapter 3 to evaluate the impact on positioning estimation with 

different scheduling strategies to minimize the ranging and positioning error for the LSIMC 

scenario.  

 

Finally, in Section 2.4, we investigated and compared the ranging error generated by the 

mobility of nodes and the channel variations in the on-, off-, inter-body links (with the off-

body as the worst case). For the following, we aim to investigate the robustness of the 

cooperative EKF in delivering high positioning accuracy for group navigation purposes while 

exploiting cross layer information, i.e., channel and nodes mobility. This study will be 

extended in Deliverable D3.5. 
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3. ADVANCED SCHEDULING AND RESOURCES ALLOCATION FOR IMPROVED 

WBAN-BASED COOPERATIVE RANGING AND POSITIONING  

 

3.1. INTRODUCTION 

As presented on the last chapters, the positioning of the on-body nodes consists in collecting 

the range measurements either in a centralized manner (at a central node), or in a distributed 

scheme (each node collects its range measurements with respect to its neighborhood devices 

for its own localization). In Chapter 2, we explained that the range is estimated through several 

transactions based on 3-WR; therefore, the collect of the distances from devices may conduct 

to high latency, which depends on the network size as well as the addressed scheduling [54]. 

In turn, this latency triggers ranging error, as the body can change its position and its gesture 

during this elapsed time. Besides, another main source of ranging error is related to the 

involved WBAN channel, in which the signal may suffer from NLOS propagation effects and 

dense multipath situation. These errors source, if not properly mitigated, generally yield 

severe degradation of positioning accuracy.  

3.1.1 RANGING AND POSITIONING ERRORS  

In the context of ranging estimation, [42] presents the issues of ranging error, position update 

latency and calculation algorithms under mobility. The authors are limited to the impact of 

MAC allocation resources on the capacity of the tracking system for Wireless Sensor Networks 

scenarios. In [25], the authors modeled the ranging error in terms of TOA estimation with real 

IR-UWB channel measurements in order to perform better localization algorithms but without 

any focus on the statistics of ranging error. [51] realizes a realistic measurement setup to 

achieve accurate positioning of WBAN nodes and compare the results with a different 

localization system. The study, however, requires special attention on the ranging accuracy, 

i.e., characteristics of the on-body ranging error. 

 

3.1.2 RESOURCE ALLOCATION AT MAC LAYER 

Previous works focusing on MAC design for localization with UWB systems proposed 

protocol strategies based on beacon-enabled Time Division Multiple Access and evaluated the 

performance in terms of accuracy and latency. In [26], they proposed cooperative ranging with 

Aggregated and Broadcast schemes to reduce the delay of 3-WR transactions. In [37], they 

focus on better resource management with priority levels for communication. In [38], they 

focus on the relation between MAC delay and UWB accuracy related to the number of anchors 

and the communication range of nodes under mobility. However, all these works focus on 

localization applications for WSN [55] which do not present the same problems of WBAN [56] 

and they do not consider the impact of the scheduling of localization packets on the 

positioning estimation. In [39], they proposed scheduling schemes for cooperative distributed 

localization with two different policies (node neighborhood and links quality) to reduce 

positioning convergence, latency and overhead. However, they consider a 2D Positioning for 

WSN which again is not realistic for WBAN location-aware applications. 
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3.1.3 IMPACT ON POSITIONING ALGORITHMS 

In the context of localization estimation, various positioning algorithms have been developed 

in the past few years. [52] used the Non Linear Least Squares (NLLS) algorithm, which consists 

in minimizing a global quadratic cost function using the Gradient descent method 

incorporating the peer-to-peer range measurements. [57] and [58] adapt a centralized classical 

Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) for on-body motion capture applications and pose 

estimation. In [58], the authors introduce additional constraints relying on the prior 

knowledge of minimal and maximal feasible distances related to the body dimensions (and 

thus some kinds of geographical limitations). In [59] the centralized Maximum Likelihood 

estimator has been considered, introducing other constraints relying on the actual positions of 

on-body mobile nodes. More recently, the problem of cooperative localization based on the 

extended Kalman filtering (EKF) has been developed which incorporates the cooperative peer-

to-peer range measurements with the on-body nodes as well as the anchors [60]. The existing 

contributions do not exploit the potential information of the lower layers.  

 

In this chapter, we propose to reduce the ranging error due to the mobility and WBAN 

channel. In Section 3.2, we deal with the problem of mobility in a perfect channel by proposing 

different scheduling strategies of the 3-WR packets at the MAC layer in order to find the best 

strategy reducing the delays, thus, the ranging and positioning errors. In Section 3.3, we 

analyze the slot allocation performances in function of nodes mobility without noisy channel, 

in order to increase the positioning estimation according with different reference positions at 

the MAC frame duration. Finally, we conclude the chapter by giving some key points to 

consider in case of scenarios with noisy channel affecting the ranging estimation. 

 

 

3.2. STUDY OF 3-WR PACKETS SCHEDULING FOR POSITION ESTIMATION 

In Section 2.2 and 2.3, we investigated the impact of mobility on the ranging accuracy where 

the distances are estimated with a IR-UWB system [24]. For this, we measured the ToA of three 

different packets, as defined by the 3-WR protocol [26]. However, we observed that when 

considering a mobile target in a WBAN, the actual positions may be different for each packet. 

This may increase the error distance estimation, in particular, when the time between packets 

transmission increases. Therefore, the scheduling of 3-WR packets is of primary importance to 

perform an effective location. Thus, the MAC layer must consider the rapid mobility of WBAN 

nodes by reducing the delays to complete the ranging estimations.  

 

In this section, we study different scheduling strategies at MAC layer in order to reduce the 

impact of mobility on the position estimation accuracy and location-aware applications. For 

this, we consider a perfect channel with a realistic mobility scenario (Section 2.3.3). 
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3.2.1 SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 

In this study, we consider a mesh of IR-UWB WBAN under full connectivity containing �� 

nodes of two kinds as in [25] , on-body mobile nodes that do not know their own position (i = 

1…��) and on-body anchor nodes that know their own position (j = 1…�	), �� 
 �	 ���. A 

set of anchor nodes define a Local Coordinate System (LCS) to localize nodes under mobility. 

We define the instantaneous distance of the node i with the anchor j as ����		and the estimated 

distance as ����� which is calculated through ToA estimation. As presented in Section 1.2.1, we 

use the 3-WR to estimate the positions and distances between the nodes in real time by 

combining the typical timers obtained from 3 transmissions. During these transactions, the on-

body nodes collect the different timers of the 3-WR packets transmission and reception. Thus, 

the distance d��	is evaluated as follows: 

 

          	d� ��t� 
 	 �� 	c	� T" #	T�� #	∆t1% #  T& #	T"	� #	∆t2%(									 
 

 

where c is the light speed and ∆*1 
 	T$ #	T� (resp. ∆*2 
 T' #	T$) is the delay between the 

reception of a request packet and the transmission of a response 1 packet (resp. the delay 

between the transmission of the response packets). The positions of nodes are estimated  with 

the Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) technique [24] where the position  is determined as the 

intersection of hyperboloids in a tridimensional space. For this purpose, each node 

communicates with at least four anchors for a distributed localization, which is the minimum 

needed for a tridimensional positioning (d� �,� 
 5 x	–	x�%� �	 y	–	y�%� �	 z	–	z�%�), as described 

by the following equations:  

 ��²	–	��²	 
 	 Q� 	# 	Q�²	 �	R� 	# 	R�²	 �	�� 	# 	��²	 #	Q� 	# 	Q�²	 �	R� 	# 	R�²	 �	�� 	# 	��²	�$²	–	��²	 
 	 Q$ 	# 	Q�²	 �	R$ 	# 	R�²	 �	�$ 	# 	��²	 #	Q� 	# 	Q�²	 �	R� 	# 	R�²	 �	�� 	# 	��²	�"²	–	�$²	 
 	 Q" 	# 	Q�²	 �	R" 	# 	R�²	 �	�" 	# 	��²	 #	Q$ 	# 	Q�²	 �	R$ 	# 	R�²	 �	�$ 	# 	��²	
 

Then, we use a Linear Least Square (LLS) approach to estimate the position of the node (P��t� 
		�x, y, z�) by reorganizing the equations into a linear equation and an intermediate variable is 

added (linearization function) to estimate the source position (Deliverable D3.1). For the 

TDOA technique, we assume that the anchor nodes have a common time reference, but not 

with the mobile nodes. Therefore, the clock drift between the anchors and mobile nodes is 

mitigated with the 3-WR packets. 

 

3.2.2 CONSIDERED PROTOCOLS 

TDOA is good solution in the case of WSN localization, where the node has a regular motion 

and the coordination between anchors and mobiles nodes is easy to achieve and maintain. In 

the case of WBAN, during the transmission of 3-WR packets the mobile nodes are always 

moving and the estimated distances with the anchors are not performed at the same time for 

the position of the node, which can lead into an error estimation on the positioning  (Figure 

1-4). As explained in Section 2.2, the 3-WR accuracy depends on the delays taken to receive the 

response. If we consider a topology with many mobile nodes performing 3-WR transactions 
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for localization with the anchors, the positioning error can also be a problem for the motion 

capture. Therefore, it is necessary to find new scheduling schemes at MAC layer to mitigate 

the positioning error within an acceptable latency. To this aim, we define a Medium Access 

Control (MAC) layer based on the TDMA protocol and we assume that it is beacon enabled. 

Then, we reserve three transmission periods for the 3-WR packets. For the sake of our study, 

the scheduling of the 3-WR periods is flexible to allow the comparison of different scheduling 

strategies to reduce the ranging error. Our first contribution consists to evaluate the scheduling 

strategies to increase the positioning accuracy of 1 mobile node in a WBAN. Whereas the 

second contribution propose different scheduling strategies to achieve a Motion Capture 

application where several mobile nodes try to estimate a human posture. 

 

3.2.3 SCHEDULING STRATEGIES FOR ACCURATE POSITIONING 

In this study, we consider four peer-to-peer (P2P) scheduling strategies for position estimation 

(Figure 3-1) of one node with four anchors based on 3-WR and TDOA. For each scheme, we 

considered to reduce as much as possible the time to send the first response (delay ∆t1) as 

follows: 

 

• All request first (S1): The request packets Q�� are sent in priority to all the anchors. Then 

each anchor answers at its turn with responses  R1��and 	R2�� consecutively. 

• Ordered transaction (S2): The node starts a 3-WR transaction with each anchor in order. 

• Three period order (S3): The MAC Frame is divided into three periods dedicated to send 

the different 3-WR packets in order: the Q��, the R1�� and 	R2��at the end.  

• Priority for Response 1 (S4): The node sends the Request and the anchor send a Response 

1 packet immediately. Then, the anchors send 	R2�� the at the end of the frame. 

 

 

Figure 3-1: Scheduling strategies with 1 node and 4 anchors. (a) All request first - S1, (b) 

Ordered transaction - S2, (c) Three period order - S3 and (d) Priority for Response 1 - S4 
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A. Mobility model 

We consider two mobility models. The first consist in a controlled scenario composed by 5 

sensors: four anchors located at the chest, back, hip right and hip left and one node on the right 

wrist performing a periodic linear movement (e.g. walking) at different speeds (1-20 m/s). The 

anchors stay fixed and the node moves in a linear space of 30 cm. Besides, we consider a 

realistic scenario obtained by measurement as presented in Section 2.3.3. The mobile node is 

on the right wrist (N') and the four anchors are on the right chest (A�), the left chest (A�), the 

left hip (A$) and the back (A") as shown in Figure 3-2. We use a speed factor (1 to 10) in order 

to accelerate the movement traces. 

 

 

Figure 3-2: Multi-cylinder Body reconstruction - the red (resp. blue) points refer to the 

mobile nodes (resp. anchors). 

 

B. System configuration 

We adopt a discrete-event simulation approach using the WSNet simulator [49]. At the 

physical (PHY) layer, we defined a protocol based on the IEEE802.15.6 PHY UWB [44] in 

default mode (OOK modulation, data rate 0.4875 Mbps). For the sake of simplicity, we assume 

a line of sight (LOS) channel without packet loss in order to focus on the ranging error related 

to the mobility.  Therefore, we assume that our radio is capable to detect the first path of IR-

UWB to detect the precise ToA at the receiver. We implemented a MAC scheduling based on 

TDMA synchronized and beacon enabled. Within this framework, we evaluate the impact on 

positioning estimation with the RMSE as follows:  

 

RMSEi, ref�	� 
 	�∑ ������,���	–	��������@ A
�� 																																																												(3-1) 

 

where N� is the number of frames during the simulation and P����,�t� represents a reference 

position to compare with the estimated positions. Finally, we implemented the mobility 

models from section B where the results are obtained over a simulation of 100s. 
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C. Performance evaluation  

In this study, we compare the estimated position (+��*�) with the real position at the end of 

each frame +F��G��*�. Figure 3-3 shows the RMSE for both mobility scenarios in function of the 

speed. We observe that the RMSE of all the strategies increases with the speed. This is because 

the node covers a bigger distance as the speed increases for the same among of time for the 3-

WR transactions. Moreover, we note for both scenarios that S1 and S2 perform a better 

positioning than S3 and S4. This is an interesting observation between prioritizing the ranging 

estimation or positioning, i.e. we showed in Section 2.2 that ∆t1 needs to be reduced for an 

accurate ranging estimate. If we consider a global comparison of the delays, S3 and S4 have 

the smaller ∆t1 compared to S1 and S2. Therefore, S3 and S4 perform better ranging accuracy. 

However, this turns with the position estimation, in our scenario we compare the estimated 

position with the real position at the end of the frame. Thus, the distances estimated by S1 and 

S2 are closer to the real distances corresponding to the position at the end of the frame. To 

complete this study, we consider the case of broadcast transmissions for the request parquets 

for the best strategy (B-S1). Theoretically, this yields a gain of 3 slots. We can observe in Figure 

3-3 that the broadcast on strategy S1 permits to reduce both error on positioning estimation 

and delay. 

 

 

Figure 3-3: RMSE in function of the speed to evaluate the impact of the scheduling 

schemes (a) under linear mobility and (b) with a realistic human scenario 

 
Figure 3-4: Scheduling strategy S1 with request in broadcast  
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3.2.4 SCHEDULING STRATEGIES FOR LSIMC 

Based on the previous results, we extend the study with a complete WBAN network to enable 

a motion capture application. In this study, we consider a WBAN with several mobile nodes 

trying to locate with the anchor nodes with 3-WR and TDOA. Thus, we propose three P2P 

scheduling strategies based on S1 and S2 for position estimation (Figure 3-5) as follows: 

 

• All request first, anchor priority (S5) where the nodes send the Q�� packets at the 

beginning, then each anchor answer in order to all nodes with R1��and 	R2��. 
• All request first, node priority (S6): As the previous, the nodes send Q�� first then all 

anchors answer node by node with R1��and 	R2��. 
• Ordered node positioning (S7): Each node repeat the scheme S1 one by one. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-5: Scheduling strategies with 4 nodes and 4 anchors. (a) All request first, anchor 

priority - S5 (b) All request first, node priority - S6 (c) Ordered node positioning  - S7 
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A. Mobility model 

We consider the realistic scenario obtained by measurement as presented in Section 2.3.3. The 

mobile nodes are located on the right wrist (N'), the left wrist (N&), the right ankle (N_) and the 

head (N`). Besides, the anchors are on the right chest (A�), the left chest (A�), the left hip (A$) 

and the back (A") as shown in Figure 3-2.  

 

 

B. System configuration 

In this study, we use the same framework presented before (Section 3.2.3). We evaluate the 

performance of the different scheduling schemes with the RMSE between the positions 

estimated with a three reference positions, as shown in Figure 3-5: +EBF��*� is the position of 

nodes at the beginning of a MAC frame, +EBF��*� represents the instantaneous position when 

a mobile node performs 3-WR with all the anchors and +��w���*� is the position of nodes at the 

end of the frame. As for the last study, we evaluate the performance of the best strategies with 

the request packet in broadcast (Figure 3-6).  

 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3-6: Best scheduling strategies with request in broadcast (a) B-S5 (b) B-S7 
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C. Performance evaluation  

Figure 3-7, Figure 3-8 and Figure 3-9 present the RMSE on the position estimation in function 

of the speed for the all the nodes. Figure 3-7 shows that nodes at start of frame (N' and	N&) 

have better estimation of +EBF�� with S7. Inversely, nodes at end of frame (N`) have better 

estimation of +EBF�� with S5. Moreover, we note that the RMSE is small (< 5cm) when applying 

a broadcast transmission on the request for the best strategies depending with the position of 

the node (B-S7 and B-S5). If we analyze the performance to estimate	+EBF��, we observe in 

Figure 3-8 that S7 permits to estimate more accurate instantaneous positions (RMSE < 5cm 

over all speeds) with high refreshment rate. Finally, Figure 3-9 shows that nodes at start of 

frame have better estimation of +��w��� with S5, without a remarkable precision (RMSE > 5cm) 

for high speed. On the contrary nodes at end of frame have better estimation of +��w��� with S7, 

with good precision (RMSE < 3cm) under high speed.  

 

Based on these results, we find that in the case of an application looking for individual motion 

capture of the nodes (estimation of	+EBF��) with high refreshment rate, the best scheduling is a 

Broadcast transmission with S7. If we enlarge the scope to applications looking for posture 

recognition (estimation of positions at the end (resp. start) of frame +��w��� (resp.	+EBF��)), it is 

possible with a Broadcast transmission with S5.  

 

 

Figure 3-7: RMSE in function of the speed with respect to ����K�J� for all mobile nodes: 

(a) right wrist -  ¡ (b) left wrist -  ¢ (c) right ankle -  £ (d) head -  ¤ 
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Figure 3-8: RMSE in function of the speed with respect to ����L�J� for all mobile nodes: 

(a) right wrist -  ¡ (b) left wrist -  ¢ (c) right ankle -  £ (d) head -  ¤ 

 

 

Figure 3-9: RMSE in function of the speed with respect to ���¥¦§�J� for all mobile nodes: 

(a) right wrist -  ¡ (b) left wrist -  ¢ (c) right ankle -  £ (d) head -  ¤ 
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3.2.5 CONCLUSION 

In this section, the problem of scheduling strategies at MAC layer is addressed to enable an 

Individual Motion Capture application with IR-UWB systems. For this, we considered our 

previous results in Section 2.2 and 2.3 presenting the impact of mobility in distance estimation 

due to the ranging packets delay and speed of nodes. As detailed, the node is always moving 

and the position of the node may not be the same during the 3-WR transactions, leading to 

different errors on the localization. To provide increased accuracy, the positioning error can 

be reduced by proposing the most appropriate scheduling scheme at the MAC layer. For this 

purpose, we defined different scheduling strategies to minimize the ranging and positioning 

error. It turns out from simulation studies that an effective scheduling scheme leads to estimate 

the nodes position one by one rather than doing all nodes at once with the reduction of P2P 

latency. For the following we would like to extend the study by considering the impact of 

channel noise under realistic short-term and long-term pedestrian mobility models. 

 

3.3. STUDY OF SLOT RESOURCE ALLOCATION FOR RANGE ESTIMATION 

In Section 3.2, we address the scheduling issue to improve the positioning of WBAN nodes 

under mobility. This is a specific requirement to design appropriate cross-layer protocols to 

increase both ranging precision and network capacity. Another aspect that can improve the 

localization accuracy is the slot allocation management-policy. In WBAN context, recent works 

on slot allocation focus mainly in four strategies: the energy efficiency [61], quality of service 

(QoS) [62] [63], fairness [64] and reliability [65]. In [61], authors proposed a slot allocation 

mechanism for medical applications with a WBAN composed by heterogeneous devices. Each 

sensor has different information to send, sampling rate and power requirements. For this 

reason, they proposed a TDMA based scheme to allocate a number of resources in function of 

the energy consumption and the minimum data needed to maintain the medical service (QoS) 

with short delays. In [64], authors proposed a different approach slot allocation for medical 

emergency situations depending on the urgency and criticality of information (QoS) to be 

send. In this mechanism, the coordinator nodes are connected to the devices located on the 

body. The transmission is based in a non-cooperative evolutionary game algorithm (hawk-

dove game) where the coordinators choose how many slots will be allocated to their nodes 

depending on a fairness transmission factor, the emergency information to be send as well as 

the energy consumption. However, these last mechanisms were not tested in real or simulated 

scenarios considering all the WBAN constraints (e.g. channel variations). [62] aims to improve 

the QoS while deals with channel loss through contention periods for retransmission. But 

because of the contention period, the channel utilization and energy efficiency decrease. 

Another slot allocation policy depending on long or short term link quality estimation is 

proposed in [65], where a coordinator assign the slots in function of its reliability with the 

devices, i.e. at the beginning the most achievable nodes and at the end the ones with the worst 

channel.  A mixed solution based on TDMA is proposed in [63]  to improve the energy 

efficiency while assigning the slots in function of the QoS and the most recent channel history 

in a star topology through beacon packets. The packet loss is then improved by assigning a 

specific number of slots (below to a calculated threshold) to the nodes depending on their 

channel reliability with the coordinator.   
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However, in our radio-location context with WBAN, none of these slot allocation solutions fits 

with our requirements, i.e. the nodes are homogeneous and the main requirements are latency 

and accuracy to enable localization. Eventually, the short-long term based strategy could be 

interesting to deal with the WBAN channel under a flexible threshold for reliability, this issue 

is investigated on Chapter 4. Moreover, the mobility of nodes needs to be considered from the 

protocol perspective, because it may impact the accuracy of ranging estimation (Chapter 2). In 

this section, we evaluate the impact of mobility on positioning accuracy with different slot 

allocation schemes based on the speed of nodes under realistic scenarios [66]. Then, we 

compare the positioning performance of these slot allocation schemes with different MAC-

level scheduling strategies based on TDMA for the transmission of 3-WR packets.  

 

3.3.1 SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 

We consider a single full-mesh WBAN in an indoor environment with two categories of nodes: 

the on-body anchors nodes, which are placed at the most static positions on the body (e.g. on 

the chest or on the back) composing a Local Coordinate System (LCS) with knowledge of their 

positions; and the on-body mobile nodes, whose positions are unknown. These nodes 

communicate through an IR-UWB system to estimate the ToF of pulses accurately (Section 

1.2.1). The distances between nodes and anchors are calculated with the transmission of 3-WR 

packets. Thus, the localization is achieved in a distributed scheme where mobile nodes starts 

the 3-WR mechanism with the anchors. Then, the position of nodes is calculated through 

TDOA. Note that the LCS is mobile and generally misaligned relatively to any Global 

Coordinate System (GCS).  
 

3.3.2 MOBILITY MODELS 

We consider two the realistic scenarios of 100 seconds obtained by measurement as presented 

in Section 2.3.3. The mobile nodes are located on the right wrist (N'), the left wrist (N&), the 

right ankle (N_) and the head (N`). Besides, the anchors are on the right chest (A�), the left chest 

(A�), the left hip (A$) and the back (A") as shown in Figure 3-10. In the first scenario, called 

Yoga activity, the subject realizes a series of static positions in the same place, mimicking Yoga 

postures (as shown in Section2.3.3). The second mobility model consists in a pedestrian 

walking scenario where the subject starts moving from the middle of the scene. Then, he walks 

at moderate speed along a rectangular trajectory centered on the starting point. More details 

on this last scenario can be found in the deliverable D4.1. 
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Figure 3-10: Mobility Models for the study. (a) Nodes positions located on a human body 

(b) Yoga activity scenario (c) Pedestrian Walking scenario 

 

3.3.3 LOCALIZATION-ORIENTED MAC PROTOCOLS AND SLOT ALLOCATION 

This work addresses the node speed issue on ranging estimation by analyzing a mobility-level 

TDMA based slot allocation along with two different scheduling schemes to increase the 

localization accuracy with 3-WR. For sake of our study, we assume that the channel is perfect 

and we ignore the effect of body shadowing; therefore, our system detects de first path of 

pulses. Moreover, the MAC frame is beacon enabled and synchronized. 

 

A. Scheduling strategies for 3-WR packets 

First, we propose to compare different MAC scheduling strategies (as proposed in Section 

2.3.2) based on our results in Section 3.2 with different properties to improve both latency and 

positioning accuracy considering the mobility of nodes. For this purpose, we analyze two 

strategies (Figure 3-11): 

 

• Single nodes localization in Broadcast (P2P-B): a node i broadcasts the request packet Q� 
to all anchors. Then, each anchor sends both responses R1��and 	R2��consecutively, one 

anchor at a time. Note that broadcasting the requests has the effect to increase the delay ∆t1 for some anchors. Besides, this delay is not uniform across the anchors.	 
• Aggregated and Broadcast (A&B): in a first phase, all requests packets Q� are transmitted 

in broadcast. Then, each anchor j sends an aggregated response (R1�) to all nodes, followed 

by the second response (	R2�). A&B allows reducing the volume of traffic and hence the 

size of the TDMA frame, but also results in an increase of the ∆t1 delay for nodes.  

 

Note that A&B and P2P-B can reduce the overall positioning time and save bandwidth, but 

delay the reception of the first responses. In Section 2.3.2, we show that the nodes speed has 

an impact on the ranging estimation using 3-WR depending on the MAC strategy to reduce 

delays, but without focusing to quantify the impact on positioning.  In Section 3.2, we show 
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that the P2P localization, completing the 3-WR ranging estimation for each node, can improve 

the positioning accuracy compared to other strategies schemes. However, the frame duration 

of this strategy increases in function of the number of nodes in the network. For this reason, 

A&B was proposed to limit the packet traffic through broadcast transmission and data 

aggregation. But, this strategy may lead to higher packet loss in presence of body shadowing. 

Thus, P2P-B constitutes a compromise between P2P and A&B. This difference is explained in 

Figure 3-12 by the number of packets sent by each protocol between m anchors and n mobile 

nodes. In A&B (resp. P2P-B), the nodes send n Request packets in Broadcast to the anchors. 

Then, the anchor nodes answer with m (resp. n * m) Response 1 packets and m (resp. n * m) 

Response 2 packets. Thus, we have ∏ 
 © � 2	f		&i  and ∏ 
 © � 2	f � 1�	b�bªi  packets for 

A&B and P2P-B, respectively. In our scenario of 4 anchors and 4 mobile nodes, P2P-B presents 

a TDMA frame length of c 54	fg against c 18	fg for A&B. This means that for the duration 

of one P2P-B movement acquisition round, A&B can perform three times more the motion 

capture, and hence should reduce the impact of nodes mobility.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-11: MAC scheduling strategies for 3-WR packet transmission (a) P2P-B (b) A&B 
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Figure 3-12: Comparison of the MAC frame duration in function of the number of nodes 

between P2P (red), P2P-B (green) and A&B (blue) 

 

B. Mobility-level slots allocation 

Besides the scheduling strategies to reduce the delays for 3-WR transactions, it is possible to 

play with the MAC allocation of slots to reduce the positioning error of nodes depending on 

their mobility level. To this aim, we define three levels of mobility depending on the speed of 

nodes: high, medium and low. Accordingly, we analyze four different permutations of the slot 

allocated to each node in function of its mobility level, as shown in Figure 3-13: 

 

•  NS1 where nodes with highest (resp. lowest) mobility are positioned at the beginning 

(resp. end) of the TDMA frame. 

• NS2 where nodes with highest mobility are positioned in the middle of the TDMA 

frame 

• NS3 where nodes with highest (resp. lowest) mobility are at the end (resp. beginning) 

of the TDMA frame and 

• NS4 where nodes with lowest mobility are positioned in the middle of the TDMA 

frame. 

For the present scenario, involving 4 anchor nodes (A� to A") and 4 mobile nodes (N' to N`�, N' and N& (nodes on the wrists) are considered with high mobility level for both scenarios 

(walking and yoga), N_ (node on the ankle) with medium (resp. high) mobility level for the 

yoga (resp. walking)  scenario and N` (node on the head) with low level for both scenarios. 
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Figure 3-13: Mobility-level slot allocation of nodes with 4 mobile nodes 

 

3.3.4 SIMULATION AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

We perform an event-discrete based simulation with WSNet to evaluate the positioning 

accuracy in function of our mobility-level slots allocation and scheduling strategy. We 

implemented a physical layer based on IEEE802.15.6 on UWB in default mode (OOK 

modulation and 0.4875 Mb/s). At the MAC, layer we implemented a TDMA-based medium 

access protocol, as well as the different algorithms and scheduling  approaches, detailed in 

Section 3.3.3. Finally, we implemented a mobility model that let us exploit the traces for our 

two scenarios, as explained in Section 3.3.2. We quantify the localization accuracy  between a 

given reference position (P����,�) and its estimate (P��) with the root mean squared error (RMSE) 

over N� as follows:  
 

RMSEi, ref�	� 
 	�∑ ������,���	–	��������@ A
�� 																																																												(3-2) 

Within this framework, each node i performs a distributed localization by completing the 3-

WR transaction throughout the simulation. At every frame, i estimates its position that can be 

compared with a reference position.  which can be the position occupied by the node at the 

beginning of the MAC frame +EBF��*�, at the end of the 3-WR with the last anchor +EBF��*� or 

at the end of the TDMA frame +��w���*�, as illustrated	on	Figure 3-11. 

 

A. Impact of MAC scheduling on P2P-B accuracy with the Yoga scenario 

First, we evaluate the performance of the different Mobility-level slot allocation schemes using 

P2P-B under the Yoga scenario. For this, we define a factor from 1 to 10 in order to accelerate 

the speed of nodes in our scenario (1 correspond to the real scenario). Figure 3-14 shows the 

variation of RMSE of the positions estimation (+EBF��, +EBF�� and +��w���) with each slot allocation 
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scheme. We observe that the RMSE increases quasi-linearly with the speed factor. The distance 

covered during 3-WR transaction increases with the node mobility, inducing more errors in 

the distance estimation and hence in the localization accuracy. Figure 3-14 (a) shows that NS1 

is the best strategy to estimate	+EBF��. This is because the nodes with higher mobility level are 

located at the beginning of the frame, and its position estimation is closer to the initial reference 

position. Besides, static nodes positioned later move less, which mechanically leads to a better 

RMSE.  Similarly NS3, in which high mobile nodes are scheduled at the end of the frame, is 

the best to estimate +��w���, as shown in Figure 3-14 (c). Finally, Figure 3-14 (c) shows that there 

is no gap between the different �3� strategies when estimating its position (+EBF��) at the end 

of the 3-WR exchange. +EBF�� estimation is therefore less sensitive to the mobility-level slot 

allocation and should be a good candidate when no information on the individual nodes 

mobility is assumed.  

 

 

Figure 3-14: Impact of mobility-level slot allocation on positioning accuracy with P2P-B 

under Yoga activity (a) RMSE w.r.t. ����K� (b) RMSE w.r.t. �¬®¯°� (c) RMSE w.r.t. ����L�   
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B. Comparison of the MAC scheduling impact between P2P-B and A&B 

In this second study, we compare the performance of P2P-B and A&B to estimate the three 

reference positions with the different mobility-level slot allocation schemes. This analysis 

relies on the same Yoga scenario as before.  Figure 3-15 compares the distribution of RMSE for 

all the allocation strategies with P2P-B and A&B. In the case of P2P-B (Figure 3-15 (a)), we 

observe a significant gap between the different slot scheduling schemes when estimating +EBF��  
and +��w���. Besides, +EBF�� remains the best estimated position with P2P-B and all the slot 

allocation schemes. On the other hand (Figure 3-15 (b)), A&B is not affected by the slot 

scheduling �3�. Moreover, we note that +EBF�� 	 is the best estimated with A&B, because Δt1 is 

considerably reduced and the distances estimated are closer to the initial position. Therefore, 

A&B permits more freedom with any slot allocation. Compared to P2P-B, A&B reduces the 

average error by a factor 2 for the estimation of P����� and	P��w���. Thus, the consistency in the 4 

used distances (A&B), i.e. low ranging dispersion w.r.t any position, is more important than 

the accuracy of each individual distances (P2P-B). 

 

On the basis of these results we identify the two extreme scenarios concerning the combination 

of the selection of the reference position and of the MAC scheduling strategy: a Worst Case 

(WC) and a Best Case (BC).  The best case, where A&B (resp. P2P-B) performs the localization 

estimation according to	+EBF�� (resp. +EBF��) independently on the node slot strategy and the 

worst case, where A&B and P2P-B perform the localization estimation with respect to +��w��� 
with the slot allocation NS1 (high mobile nodes scheduled at the very beginning of the TDMA 

frame. 

 

 

Figure 3-15: RMSE distribution of all ±²� with (a) P2P-B and (b) A&B under Yoga activity 
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C. Evaluation of position-related errors using P2P-B and A&B under the Yoga and 

Walking scenarios 

In our two last studies, we analyzed the performance of the different Mobility-level 

slot allocation schemes and 3-WR scheduling strategies to estimate the positions of 

nodes under a controlled scenario, e.g. Yoga activity. From these studies, we found two 

scenarios opposed showing the best case and worst case for positioning. In this last 

study, we extend the evaluation by looking the distribution of the WC and BC 

positioning error under two different scenarios, Yoga and Walking, as detailed in 

Section 3.3.2. Figure 3-16 and Figure 3-17 presents the cumulative distribution function 

(CDF) of the RMSE under both mobility scenarios. As expected, the positioning error 

distribution is dependent on the mobility scenario and on the handshake transaction 

protocol. If we compare the mobility scenarios, the Yoga scenario, characterized by a 

low mobility) naturally presents a lower positioning error than the pedestrian walk 

scenario (characterized with a higher mobility).  

Table 3-1 summarizes the average positioning error for all situations. We note that the level of 

improvement obtained by using the A&B protocol in place of the P2P-B protocol depends on 

the considered mobility scenarios. In the case of the Yoga Activity, the gain of A&B is small 

for the BC (10%) and more important for the WC (50%). On the other case, the Walking 

scenario shows a gain of 50% with A&B for both WC and BC. To complete this study, we can 

compare this results with the performance of the ``raw'' P2P algorithm (Section 3.3.3), which 

does not aggregate requests in a single broadcasted packet. We note that P2P is very close to 

the performance of P2P-B, which shows that a higher gain results from grouping answers 

(A&B) rather than requests (P2P-B). 

 

Mean Error (mm)  Yoga Walk 

Worst 

Case 

P2P-B 6.6 10.2 

A&B 3.4 4.8 

Best 

Case 

P2P-B 2.8 4.1 

A&B 2.5 2.6 

 

Table 3-1 : Average position estimation error in the WC and BC 
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Figure 3-16: CDF of RMSE for the Worst Case: A&B and P2P-B w.r.t �¬®¯°� using NS1 

 

Figure 3-17: CDF of RMSE for the Best Case: A&B (resp. P2P-B) w.r.t . ����K� (resp. ����L�) 
independently on the NSi 
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3.3.5 CONCLUSION 

In this second study, we quantified the impact of mobility on the positioning estimation with 

different MAC schemes on the slot allocation based on real mobility traces. For this, we 

implemented a full stack cross-layer protocol in an event-based simulator (WSNet) and we 

compared A&B and P2P-B strategies with different slot allocation policy depending on the 

nodes mobility level. As the position of nodes change several times during a frame duration, 

we focused on the estimation of positions at the beginning (resp. end) of the frame and the 

instantaneous positions. Our preliminary results with P2P-B show that a slot allocation at the 

beginning (resp. end) of the frame for nodes with high mobility produces a more accurate 

estimation of +EBF�� (resp. +��w���). Moreover, the mobility level policy has no impact when 

estimating the instantaneous position +EBF�� with P2P-B. When considering A&B, +EBF�� 
becomes the best estimated position because of a reduced  ∆*1. Besides, A&B allows a greater 

flexibility with any �3�. On the basis of this results, A&B yields to a better performance than 

P2P-B in terms of latency and accuracy for all the scenarios.  

3.4. DISCUSSION AND PERSPECTIVES 

As explained on the first Chapters, localization with IR-UWB BAN has several constraints in 

terms of reliability, delay and accuracy. Our previous results highlighted that there is a 

ranging error due to different ToF of the 3-WR transactions coming from different delays of 

delivery with nodes under high mobility. Therefore, as the position estimation depends on the 

distance estimation with different anchors, it is straightforward that on-body nodes will find 

different positioning errors depending on the scheduling of n-WR packets. Besides, the nodes 

of a WBAN move with different speed depending on the scenario and their positions on the 

body and hence, the packets delays have different impact on the positioning. To overcome 

this, we addressed two main problems of MAC design for localization: scheduling of n-WR 

packets and slot allocation policy.  In Section 3.2, we considered the comparison of different 

scheduling strategies of 3-WR packets on the position estimation. In our first results to estimate 

the position of one node, we found a tradeoff between ranging and positioning accuracy, i.e. 

it is better to choose a strategy that estimates distances closer to the desired position more than 

the strategies estimating accurate distances. In the case of n nodes, the choice of a scheduling 

strategy depends on the required application. For instance, in the case of the individual motion 

capture of nodes (resp. posture recognition), the best scheduling scheme consists on the 

estimation of nodes position one by one (BS7) with the anchors (resp. estimation of nodes 

position at once by sending all request first and then each anchor respond one by one (BS5)). 

In Section 3.3, we compared different slot allocations schemes depending on the speed of 

nodes. It turns out from our results that when comparing P2P-B and A&B with different 

mobility scenarios, we found that in the case of a scenario with low motion (e.g. Yoga) the 

positioning performance gap is smaller between both strategies.  But when considering the 

case where nodes move faster (e.g. Walking), A&B outperforms P2P-B with a greater flexibility 

on the slot allocation regardless of different speeds between nodes. However, to develop an 

adequate and flexible cross layer protocol for localization, a fine knowledge about the WBAN 

channel is required. For this reason, we enlarge the study in the next chapter by considering 
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the packet error rate over realistic channel models and realistic mobility scenarios to evaluate 

the impact of short-term and long-term variations on the positioning success rate. 

 

4. CROSS-LAYER PROTOCOL STRATEGIES FOR ENHANCED COOPERATIVE 

LOCALIZATION UNDER NON-PERFECT CHANNEL CONDITIONS 

4.1. INTRODUCTION 

As explained in Chapters 2 and 3, the ultimate distance measurement performance, 

considering ranging accuracy and time measurement, is derived from signal bandwidth. The 

ranging estimation based on time-of-flight depends on the precision of time measurements 

which is a direct function of signal bandwidth. UWB offers a pulse width of nanoseconds and 

a bandwidth of several hundred megahertz; therefore, it enables ranging and position 

accuracy on the order of centimeters, necessary for indoor location and short term range 

applications. In WBAN context, the ranging performance can be degraded due to the high 

nodes mobility and channel instability [25] (Deliverable D2.3 and D2.4). From one side, the 

mobility has an impact on the distance accuracy at the protocol level during the transmission 

of packets (e.g. 3-WR), this can be solved by reducing the delays of response packets with 

scheduling strategies proposing broadcast transmission and data aggregation. In the other 

side, the nodes located on the body may move producing variations on the channel and the 

visibility with the anchors will not be possible all the time due to the body shadowing. 

Therefore, the IR-UWB BAN system will face two problems, the decrease of ToA estimation 

accuracy and the increase of packet loss. The detection of pulses can be improved with the 

receiver system implementation at the PHY Layer, while the packet loss can be mitigated 

through cross-layer cooperative strategies based on Link Quality Estimators (LQEs). 

 

Link quality estimation is a fundamental technique in wireless communications to overcome 

the unreliability of links due to the channel loss, and on which most of the protocols are based, 

such as localization algorithms [52], routing [65] and MAC topology control [67]. In literature 

[68], we can classify the link quality estimators in two categories: hardware-based estimators 

and software-based estimators. Hardware-based estimators are related with the PHY layer 

after the signal processing, e.g. Link Quality Indicator (LQI), Received Signal Strength 

Indicator (RSSI) and Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). These techniques are easy of implementation 

and do not need additional computation. However, these metrics are only evaluated for 

successfully received packets. Therefore, they may overestimate the transmission performance 

for links under high packet loss. On the other hand, Software-based estimators evaluate the 

link quality by measuring the successful packet reception or the average number of packet 

transmissions required for a successful reception, e.g. the Packet Reception Ratio (PRR), the 

Required Number of Packet Transmissions (RNP), the Expected Transmission Count (ETX) 

and the Window Mean with Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (WMEWMA).  The 

main advantage of these mechanisms is the increase of accuracy of link quality estimation and 

reliability. However, most of these LQEs were designed for WSN to detect the presence of 

links which are reliable on the long-term, and are thus not adapted to the specific context of 
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highly dynamic WBSNs, as shown in our previous works [67]. In Deliverable D2.3 and D2.4, 

we showed that on-body links present several channel fluctuations having an impact on 

stability at short-term. For instance, routing and topology control protocols based on long term 

estimation might ignore some transient link quality fluctuation, i.e. they do not re-compute 

information at each time the channel suffers variations to reduce overhead, complexity and 

energy cost. Therefore, the detection of reliable short-term links is a key requirement along 

with flexible long-term evaluation.   

 

In our localization context, the long-term LQE can help to evaluate the positioning success rate 

to identify the anchor nodes having bad channel conditions with the mobile nodes. While the 

short-term LQE may detect the contact and inter-contact duration [69] between the nodes and 

thus predict the periodicity and duration of reliable links. Thus, if we take advantage of both 

LQE, we can detect mobile nodes with better channel conditions to be assigned as dedicated 

anchors to other mobile nodes once they have estimated their own positions. In [70], the 

authors proposed a probabilistic routing protocol exploiting short-term and long-term at the 

multi-hop selection process to route inertial information of body movements. The obtained 

experimental results show that the proposed routing schema outperforms existing approaches 

in terms of packet delivery ratio and delay performance. However, this is not suited in our 

scenario since they exploit inertial data, such as speed and acceleration estimation for the long-

term prediction of reliable nodes. In [52], authors compared the performances of non-

cooperative and cooperative localization with simultaneous mobile-to-anchor and mobile-to-

mobile ranging estimation (i.e. virtual anchor nodes). Obtained simulation results show that 

thanks to the spatial diversity and the measurement redundancy, cooperative localization 

approaches are more robust to packet loss and provide a better positioning success rate at the 

cost, however, of slightly increased positioning error, higher latency and energy consumption. 

However, they did not consider an efficient choice of virtual anchor nodes with a non-realistic 

mobility model. In our last results in [71], we confirm with a realistic scenario (mobility and 

channel models) that the cooperative localization precision and the obtained frame duration 

at big network size, could be highly compatible with the coarse motion capture applications 

(as detailed in Deliverable D3.5 and D3.6). In this Chapter, we propose a distributed-

cooperative algorithm to increase the localization performance of WBAN nodes. For this, we 

quantify the positioning success rate defined as a long-term LQE measuring the probability to 

complete the ranging estimation with the minimum anchors needed for a three dimensional 

positioning. Then, we analyze the (short-term) channel variations of different WBAN mobile 

nodes under realistic scenarios in order to find the best mobile nodes to become cooperative 

virtual anchors.  

4.2. LINK BETWEEN RANGING PACKET LOSS AND POSITIONING 

In our previous work, we considered a perfect channel in order to quantify only the impact of 

mobility. However, mobility is not the only issue for WBAN positioning, the channel 

variations can produce high packets loss. In fact, each node needs to perform the ranging 

estimation with several anchors depending on the geometrical localization suited, e.g. one 

node needs to estimate its distance with at least 3 anchors (resp. 4) for a 2-dimensional 

positioning (resp. 3-D). If one of these transactions is affected by the channel, it might lead into 
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a packet loss and therefore positioning errors. In this Section, we evaluate the positioning 

success rate of nodes placed on the body using a PHY layer based on IR-UWB with two 

different channels [72]: (a) a theoretical channel model based on the on-body CM3 channel 

(Anechoic chamber) and (b) a simulated channel calculated with the PyLayers ray-tracing 

simulator. For this purpose, each node calculates its relative position with the estimation of its 

distances with the on-body anchors. Accordingly, the distance between two nodes can be 

estimated with the transmission of three packets, as defined by the 3-WR. Moreover, we 

analyze the positioning success rate with three scheduling strategies (Single node localization 

(P2P), Broadcast Single node localization (P2P-B) and Aggregated & Broadcast (A&B)) with a 

MAC layer based on time division multiple access (TDMA) and under a realistic pedestrian 

walking scenario.  

4.2.1 NETWORK TOPOLOGY AND MOBILITY SCENARIO 

We consider a WBAN in full-mesh connectivity where all nodes can communicate pair-to-pair. 

We define two types of sensors: the on-body anchor nodes j with perfect knowledge of their 

relative and absolute positions at any time and the on-body mobile nodes i who want to 

estimate their relative positions. These sensors communicate with a physical layer based on 

IR-UWB pulses to estimates their distances (d� ��t�) through 3-WR. Then, each mobile node 

estimates its position  (+��*�) with all the distances estimated. 

 

In this study, we evaluate the performance of an IR-UWB based WBAN system in a daily 

context, such as the walking scenario. The mobility model was obtained during the 

measurement campaign related to the CORMORAN project at the M2S laboratory, ENS 

Cachan, France in June 2014, as detailed in Section 2.3.3. We deployed 16 cameras Vicon based 

on infrared technology at a rate of 100 Hz. Thus, the motion capture was performed in a 

confined space of 10x6 m². Accordingly, we consider a pedestrian walking scenario of 100s. 

The person starts in the middle of the scene performing a 360° rotation with pause of 5 seconds 

every 90°, then he starts moving at moderate speed along a rectangular trajectory centered on 

the starting point. The WBAN is composed by 4 anchors and 6 mobile nodes, as shown in 

Figure 4-1. The on-body anchors are positioned on: the right chest (A�), the left chest (A�), the 

left hip (A$) and the back (A"). The mobile nodes are located on the right wrist (N'), left wrist 

(N&), right ankle (N_), right head (N`), left ankle (N³) and left knee (N�M). 

            

Figure 4-1: Mobility Model (a) Network topology with 4 on-body anchors (blue) and 6 

mobile nodes (red) (b) Pedestrian Walking scenario 
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4.2.2 CONSIDERED MAC SCHEDULING PROTOCOLS 

We consider that a positioning is achieved if a node i is able to complete the 3-WR transactions 

(r) with the M anchors on the network. Accordingly, the 3-WR packets are delivered with all 

the anchors using a MAC frame composed by enough slots. Then, we evaluate the positioning 

success rate with 3 different MAC strategies (Figure 4-2) based on TDMA (beacon-enabled and 

synchronized), as proposed in Section 2.3.2:  

 

• Single node localization (P2P) where each node i send the request packets Q�� to the 

anchors in order. Then, each anchor answers with R1��and 	R2�� successively in single-links 

to the nodes.  

• Broadcasted single node localization (P2P-B) where each node i intend to send the 

requests Q� to the anchors in broadcast. Thereafter, each anchor answers with R1��and 	R2�� 
successively in single-links.   

• Aggregated and Broadcast (A&B) where nodes send the requests Q� in broadcast. Then, 

each anchor j gathers the ToA of each request and sends a response (R1�) with all the 

aggregated timers, followed by the response (R2�).  
 

 
 

 
 

 

Figure 4-2: MAC scheduling for 3-WR packet transmission (a) P2P (b) P2P-B (c) A&B 
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4.2.3 PACKET LOSS RELATED TO THE WBAN CHANNEL 

In this work, we evaluate the positioning success with three different channel models under 

the same realistic mobility scenario. We mimic the motion capture process where mobile try 

to find their positions in the LCS with the anchors nodes embedded on the body. For all the 

channel models, we define the Packet Error Rate +41E) as  the probability to lose a 3-WR 

packet ´ when it is received with a Rx power +µ¶ 	lower than a certain Rx threshold (·): 

 +41E 
 	ℙ+µ¶���� ¹ 	·�																																												(4-1) 

 

Empirical channel model. First, we consider an empirical theoretical model for the on-body 

links. For that, we implement the path loss model CM3 for the 3.1-10.6 GHz band frequency 

as described in [22]:  

 +º»�ªi»8¼��½�¾¿ 	
 	À	 ∗ 	 ÂÃÄ�M�� 	� 	Å	 � 	�			(4-2) 

 

where a and b are linear fitting parameters of the model, N is a normal distributed variable 

with zero mean and standard deviation Æ/, and d is the distance (in mm) between the on-body 

nodes. In our study we use the parameters defined for the Anechoic Chamber which fits with 

our mobility scenario: a = 34.1, b = -31.4 and Æ/	= 4.85. The power of the received packet is 

calculated as a function of the transmission power (+�¶) and the gains of the transceiver (Ç�¶) 

and receiver (Çµ¶) as follows +µ¶ 
	+�¶ �	Ç�¶ �	Çµ¶ # +º��. The transmitter power is fixed 

to +�¶ 	= -10dBm and the antenna gain to Ç�¶ 
	Çµ¶ 
 0dB according to the IEEE802.15.6 

standard regulation for IR-UWB (-41dBm/MHz) [44]. 

 

Simulated channel model. In this model, we use a full ray tracing simulation of the large band 

radio links calculated by PyLayers. We consider an antenna model [73] mounted within the 

mobility model to consider the position and orientation of the simulated devices. Note that 

this channel presents a shadowing of the body affecting the nodes on the extremities and a 

selective fading with a delay spread higher than 64 ns, but we reduce the inter-symbol 

interference with a symbol period higher than the delay spread. The details of PyLayers 

workflow can be found on Deliverable D2.5 and D4.1.  

4.2.4 POSITIONING SUCCESS RATE RELATED TO THE SENSITIVITY THRESHOLD 

We use the discrete-event simulator WSNet to implement the different channel models. We 

implemented a MAC a protocol based on TDMA with the strategies P2P, P2P-B and A&B, as 

detailed in Section 4.2.2. The duration of the MAC frame is designed according to the standard 

IEEE802.15.6 UWB PHY layer on default mode (OOK modulation and 0.4875 Mb/s). Finally, 

we exploit the traces of the walking scenario acquired during the CORMORAN project, as 

described in Section 4.2.1. For all the channel, we fix the sensitivity threshold to · 
 -91 dBm 

(w.r.t the standard default mode). 

 

Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-5 (resp. Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-6) represent the positioning success 

rate when distances are estimated with 2-WR (resp. 3-WR) with the different channel models. 

We observe that 2-WR compensates the 3-WR loss and increases the positioning success rate, 
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especially with the simulated channel. However, this cannot be a final conclusion because it is 

necessary to evaluate the ranging error (clock drift) with 2-WR. Moreover, the results show 

that nodes located on the ankles (N_ and N³) have the lower positioning success rate with all 

the channels and MAC strategies. This is due to the higher mobility of these nodes compared 

to the nodes placed on the head or wrists and hence the shadowing and multipath affects more 

these nodes. When comparing our results from empirical model, they seem to be similar but 

they are not the same, this is because of the sensitivity threshold. If we analyze the evolution 

of links Rx power (not presented here), we observe that almost all the decays (e.g. the path loss 

from the empirical model) are over the Rx threshold; therefore, there is low packet loss. On the 

contrary, the simulated channel is affected by strong slow/fast fading below the sensitivity 

threshold. Finally, it is important to note that the different MAC strategies have similar 

positioning success rate, but when we compare the number of positions estimated with each 

scheme (Figure 4-4 (b) and Figure 4-6 (b)), we observe that A&B is the best choice because it 

let us estimate more positions. 

 

 
Figure 4-3: Evaluating (a) Positioning success rate and (b) Positions estimated for all 

mobile nodes using 2-WR and different MAC strategies (A&B, P2P-B and P2P) with the 

empirical channel model (CM3) 

 
Figure 4-4: Evaluating (a) Positioning success rate and (b) Positions estimated for all 

mobile nodes using 3-WR and different MAC strategies (A&B, P2P-B and P2P) with the 

empirical channel model (CM3) 
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Figure 4-5: Evaluating (a) Positioning success rate and (b) Positions estimated for all 

mobile nodes using 2-WR and different MAC strategies (A&B, P2P-B and P2P) with the 

simulated channel model (PyLayers) 

 
Figure 4-6: Evaluating (a) Positioning success rate and (b) Positions estimated for all 

mobile nodes using 3-WR and different MAC strategies (A&B, P2P-B and P2P) with the 

simulated channel model (PyLayers) 

 

4.2.5 CONCLUSION 

This first analysis shows the impact of channel variations on the positioning success rate. We 

observe that the positioning success rate is affected by all the implemented channel models 

with a fixed sensitivity threshold at the receiver (· 
 -91 dBm). The main finding is that A&B 

is the best choice because it let us estimate more positions even through channels with slow 

and fast fading. As explained in Section 3.3.3, A&B has a smaller frame duration than P2P and 

P2P-B. This means that under this sensitivity condition at the receiver A&B performs more 

ranging transactions, and even with higher packet loss than P2P or P2P-B, the number of 

estimated positions is higher and this compensates the positioning success rate. However, it is 

necessary to quantify the positioning success rate with different sensitivity threshold to 

validate these results. 
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4.3. EVALUATION OF THE POSITIONING SUCCESS RATE  

As discussed earlier, we aim to design a cross-layer algorithm to improve the localization 

protocol with IR-UWB WBAN. In our last results, we observed that the channel variations lead 

to the packet loss of 3-WR transactions and hence the decrease of positioning success. By this 

time, we fix the same sensitivity threshold for the reception of packets for all the nodes. In 

practice, the sensors may have different sensitivity at the reception of signals and the packet 

error rate might be different between them. For this reason, we quantify the upper and lower 

bounds of the positioning success in function of the sensitivity threshold at the receiver. We 

consider that a positioning is achieve if a mobile node i is able to complete the 3-WR 

transactions with the �	 anchors on the network. Accordingly, we evaluate the positioning 

success rate (+ÈÉÊÊ) for all the mobile nodes �� with a MAC frame composed by enough slots 

to deliver the 3-WR packets with different scheduling strategies (e.g. P2P, P2P-B and A&B), as 

described in Section 4.2.2.  

4.3.1 PROBLEM FORMULATION 

Throughout the rest of the study, we will use the following notation: Ë+��*�Ì�Í�…/Î  and Ë+�	*�Ì�Í�…/0  denotes the unknown (resp. known) positions of the �� on-body mobile nodes 

(resp. �	 on-body anchor nodes). Each node calculates its position +��*� after estimating their 

distance ����*� with the anchors. The distance is evaluated with the ToF of the 3-WR packets 

(´ 
 �N��, 11��, 12���). Let us note ��*� 
 ½����*�, ����*�,… , ���	/0*�, ����*�, … , ��	/Î	/0*�¿ the 

matrix of distances estimated of all nodes during a MAC frame duration. Thus, the position 

estimation can be seen as a function of the estimated distances and the anchors positions 

collected with 3-WR at each frame. The function differs depending on the position algorithm, 

e.g. conventional algorithms (Linear Least Square Error (LLSE), Time Difference of Arrival 

(TDOA) [24]) and cooperative techniques (Maximum Likelihood (ML), Cooperative 

Constrained (CDWMDS) [27]). Therefore, in this work we focus on the collect of enough 

distances through cooperative MAC scheduling to increase the positioning success of nodes. 

 

In this context, we analyze the channel effects (path loss, shadowing and fast fading) during 

each transaction on the 3-WR packets success, especially when taking into account the 

temporal correlation in the channel state due to the body movements. We define Â��*� as the 

perceived link quality of packets. Accordingly, we denote the vector of links quality as Â*� 
½Â��*�, Â��*�, … , Â�	/0*�, Â��*�, … , Â	/Î	/0*�¿. It is important to note that during a frame 

duration, the links are not symmetrical [67], therefore, Â��*� Ï 	 Â��*� and ����*� Ï 	����*�, ∀	Ñ	 ÏÒ. Moreover, during the MAC frame each node can listen to all the on-body nodes transmission 

in order to collect all the links quality at its range.  

 

In this study, we evaluate the received power (+µ¶) when considering three different channel 

models for the on-body links under the same realistic mobility scenario (as detailed in Section 

4.2.3). We consider that a packet is loss when it is received with a reception power +µ¶ 	lower 

than a the Rx threshold (·), as described in Equation 4-1.  Thus, we measure the +ÈÉÊÊ in 

function of the 3-WR packet loss (+41E�.  
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4.3.2 SIMULATION AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

We consider the same scenario as that described in Section 4.2, i.e. a WBAN in full-mesh 

connectivity where all nodes can communicates in pairs. The WBAN is composed by 4 anchor 

nodes and 6 mobile nodes embedded on the body to evaluate their positioning success rate 

(+ÈÉÊÊ). We use the discrete-event simulator WSNet to implement the different channel models 

(Section 4.2.3). This simulator has implemented a MAC protocol based on TDMA with the P2P, 

P2P-B and A&B algorithms, as detailed in Section 4.2.2. The duration of the MAC frame is 

designed according to the standard IEEE802.15.6 UWB PHY layer on default mode (OOK 

modulation and 0.4875 Mb/s). Finally, we exploit the traces of the walking scenario acquired 

during 100s of measurement, as described in Section 4.2.1. Within this framework, we evaluate 

the impact of the channel effect on the +ÈÉÊÊ of each mobile node. The on-body anchors are 

positioned on: the right chest (A�), the left chest (A�), the left hip (A$) and the back (A"). The 

mobile nodes are located on the right wrist (N'), left wrist (N&), right ankle (N_), right head 

(N`), left ankle (N³) and left knee (N�M). 

 

Figure 4-7, Figure 4-8 and Figure 4-9 show the +ÈÉÊÊ as a function of the Rx threshold · for 

each MAC strategy (P2P, P2P-B and A&B respectively) with all channel models. As expected, 

the +ÈÉÊÊ decays when the threshold increases for all the nodes in all the scenarios. This is 

because the 3-WR packet error rate increased as well and hence the mobile nodes do not 

achieve the estimation of the minimum required distances for the positioning.  

 

Observation 1 (body shadowing has an important impact on positioning). If we compare the +ÈÉÊÊ 

between the different channels, we observe that the shadowing due to the body obstruction 

(included in the simulated model) has higher effect on the +ÈÉÊÊ than the free space path loss 

of the empirical model. For instance, the +ÈÉÊÊ in the empirical case (Figure 4-7 (a), FIGURE 4-8 

(a) and FIGURE 4-9 (a)) decays for all the nodes and the difference is due to the distances 

between the nodes and anchors, e.g. the nodes in the ankles (N_ and N³) show the worst +ÈÉÊÊ. 

In the simulated channel case (Figure 4-7 (b), FIGURE 4-8 (b) and FIGURE 4-9 (b)), the nodes 

placed on the legs (N_, N³ and N�M) have a lower +ÈÉÊÊ due to the higher shadowing of the body 

compared to N', N& and N`. 

 

Observation 2 (scheduling robustness – the packet loss is more critical in A&B). We can also note that 

there is different +ÈÉÊÊ between the MAC strategies (Figure 4-7, FIGURE 4-8 and FIGURE 4-9), 

specially with A&B. In the case of P2P and P2P-B, there is a similar performance on 

positioning. This is because the short-term channel condition does not change fast enough 

during the 3-WR transactions of one node to create a different packet loss on the Request 

packets between P2P and P2P-B. In other words, sending one broadcasted request packet 

instead of 4 pair-to-pair request packets does not improve the reliability against packet loss. 

On the other hand, if we compare P2P or P2P-B with A&B,  we observe that A&B show a 

smaller +ÈÉÊÊ. This is more visible with the simulated model. In fact, in Section 4.2.4 we showed 

that broadcasting 3-WR packets with a sensitivity threshold of -91dBm reduces the latency of 

positioning and the number of positions estimated is higher. However, when the receiver is 
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less sensitive to loss, the criticality of broadcasted packets loss is higher and the +ÈÉÊÊ might 

decrease considerably.  

From this study, we conclude that from a certain sensitivity threshold, P2P and P2P-B have 

better positioning success rate than A&B. This result is important to consider depending on 

the regulations of each country and the radio capabilities of the sensor. Thus, P2P-B may be 

better to consider for localization purposes when the channel is expected to be high time-

varying (e.g. running case). For the remaining of our study, we will compare only the 

positioning performance between P2P-B and A&B.  

 

 

 
Figure 4-7: Comparison of �²ÓÔÔ using P2P with different channel models: (a) empirical 

model – CM3 (b) simulated model – PyLayers  

 

 
Figure 4-8: Comparison of �²ÓÔÔ using P2P-B with different channel models: (a) empirical 

model – CM3 (b) simulated model – PyLayers  
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Figure 4-9: Comparison of �²ÓÔÔ using A&B with different channel models: (a) empirical 

model – CM3 (b) simulated model – PyLayers  

4.3.3 CONCLUSION 

As explained in Section 4.1, cooperative localization between mobile nodes can improve the +ÈÉÊÊ. Authors in [52] show that using virtual anchors for positioning mitigates the packet loss. 

However, their results are not optimal since they do not consider realistic scenarios and they 

assume that the localization can be done with any node that had already estimated its position. 

In practice, depending on the nodes positions and mobility, the communication between the 

nodes is not always possible. Therefore, not all the mobile nodes can become virtual anchors, 

it is necessary to choice them with long-term and short-term to avoid the waste of resources 

without improving the localization performance.  

 

To illustrate this, let us consider the worst positioning case from our results, N_ and N³ in A&B 

using the simulated channel (Figure 4-8 (b)). Here we can observe that these nodes located on 

the legs present less than 30% positioning success rate. This means that their communication 

with some anchors is obstructed in almost all the simulation and hence the ranging estimation 

may be compromised. For this reason, we aim to replace the anchors with bad ranging success 

rate with other on-body nodes with a better link quality.  

 

Figure 4-10 shows the evolution of the average reception power (dBm) of links at each frame 

for nodes N_ and N³. If we observe the evolution of the channels variation of these nodes with 

the network, we note that the links with anchors  A� and A� are under -91dBm almost all the 

time. On the other hand, the links with the other on-body nodes seems to be better, especially 

with the node located on the right wrist (N') which has a better +ÈÉÊÊ. This is normal because N' remained quasi-static during our mobility scenario, i.e. the subject mimic a person looking 

to his smartphone during the walking. Thus, in this scenario, we can imagine N' as a possible 

virtual anchor for the nodes on the legs. However, this assumption need to be validated with 

long/short-term LQEs.  
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Figure 4-10: Comparison of the reception power of packets between the nodes having the 

worst +ÈÉÊÊ with the simulated channel model a)  £ b)  Õ  

 

4.4. COOPERATIVE SOLUTION FOR INCREASED POSITIONING SUCCESS RATE 

4.4.1 PROBLEM FORMULATION 

The contribution of this section is two-fold. First, we propose to observe two LQEs based on 

long-term link reliability: i) the positioning success rate (+ÈÉÊÊ) to identify the nodes having the 

worst positioning performance and ii) the ranging success rate to indicate the anchors that 

need to be replaced by virtual anchor nodes to increase the +ÈÉÊÊ. At this stage, each node 

analyzes the short-term reliability with the other nodes over a period of time. For this, the 

nodes exploit the periodic 3-WR packets exchanges to collect instantaneous link quality 

estimation with all the on-body sensors at its range. During the second phase, each node 

computes the short-term quality to find the links with higher packet reception rate. Then, they 

estimate the probability of ranging success to achieve a long-term positioning success rate. The 

resulting  is a time-varying matrix showing which are the best virtual anchors for each mobile 

node to increase its +ÈÉÊÊ . With this matrix we propose a conditional on-body anchor 

permutation to choose the virtual anchors maximizing the probability of positioning. 

 

4.4.2 METHODOLOGY AND PARAMETERS 

For this study we consider the same network topology, walking scenario and simulation 

parameters presented in Section 4.2.1. However, we will only focus on P2P-B and A&B 

performances with the three channel models. Moreover, in order to evaluate the behavior of 

our proposed mechanism, we will fix the sensitivity threshold where some mobile nodes 

present a poor +ÈÉÊÊ. For instance, if we observe our results in Figure 4-8 and Figure 4-9, we 

note that when the threshold is · 
 	#80	�¾f, the nodes decrease their +ÈÉÊÊ to 50% with both 

MAC strategies and channels, and they have total loss when · 
 	#70	�¾f to 	#65	�¾f. 

Accordingly, it might be difficult to increase +ÈÉÊÊ with total loss because all the links are so 

affected that the anchors cannot be replaced so easily, especially if there is no nodes able to 
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estimate its own position. For the following of the study, we will consider the case where the 

sensitivity threshold is fix on · 
 	#80	�¾f for all the nodes.  

 

4.4.3 LONG-TERM POSITIONING ANALYSIS 

First, let us analyze Figure 4-11 which shows the +ÈÉÊÊ for 100ms of simulation when 	· 
	#80	�¾f with all the channels and MAC strategies. In the case of the empirical model (Figure 

4-11 (a)),  N_	and N³ present 0% of positioning, while the nodes on the wrist have a good +ÈÉÊÊ. 

In Figure 4-11 (b), we observe that the shadowing from the simulated channel affects more 

A&B with less than 30% of +ÈÉÊÊ for all the nodes. Moreover, N_, N³ and N�M have 0% of +ÈÉÊÊ 

with all the strategies. For instance, only the nodes on the wrists and the head can help to 

improve the positioning of nodes. However, as we explained in Section 4.3,  the +ÈÉÊÊ is not a 

sufficient long-term metric to  evaluate the localization performance because it depends on the 

ranging success rate (1ÈÉÊÊ) with the minimum required anchors for positioning. 

 

 

Figure 4-11: Comparison of the positioning success rate for all mobile nodes using 

different MAC strategies (A&B, P2P-B and P2P) and a sensitivity threshold Ø 
	#¤Ù	ÚÛÜ 

with the channel models (a) empirical channel – CM3 (b) simulated channel – PyLayers  

 

Figure 4-12 and Figure 4-13 permit to give an insight on the reason of position loss. They show 

the underlying ranging success rate between the mobile nodes and the on-body anchor with 

when 	· 
 	#80	�¾f. We observe that the ranging statistics is varying depending on the 

anchor position. For example, in the empirical case (Figure 4-12), N_	and N³ have a 1ÈÉÊÊ lower 

than 30% for all the anchors, especially with Ý�, Ý� and Ý" as the worst. Here, it would be 

necessary to replace these three anchors to increase the +ÈÉÊÊ. In the case of the simulated 

channel (Figure 4-13), the nodes N_, N³ and N�M show at least one anchor with 0% of ranging 

success. This explains why the positioning rate for these three nodes becomes critical. 

Therefore, it is only necessary to find one virtual anchor. From these results, we propose to 

look for other on-body nodes with a better link quality than the anchors having a bad 1ÈÉÊÊ. 
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Therefore, these nodes could be seen as possible virtual anchors once they have estimated their 

own positions. 

 

 
Figure 4-12: Comparison of the ranging success rate between (a) P2P-B and (b) A&B using 

the empirical channel model CM3 and a sensitivity threshold Ø 
	#¤Ù	ÚÛÜ 

 
Figure 4-13: Comparison of the ranging success rate between (a) P2P-B and (b) A&B using 

the simulated channel model with PyLayers and a sensitivity threshold Ø 
	#¤Ù	ÚÛÜ 

 

4.4.4 SHORT-TERM LINK RELIABILITY FOR COOPERATIVE AND DISTRIBUTED 

POSITIONING 

In this second phase, we suppose that each node estimates its ranging success rate with each 

anchor and can collect the link quality of the 3-WR transactions. From this information, we 

propose a Bayesian approach to increase the probability of positioning success ℙ+ÈÉÊÊ	|ß� with 

the knowledge of two parameters (ß): the link quality distribution and the ranging success rate 

with the anchors. Let us note ß�à 
 �º�à, á�à� the vector of parameters containing the 

distribution of the links quality and the ranging success rate collected during a defined 

positioning activity period (aâ) higher than the MAC frame period (aã). As the positioning rate 

decreases because of a lower ranging success each node looks for the anchors presenting a 
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lower probability of 1ÈÉÊÊ. Then, each node will identify the links with a higher probability of 

packet reception. Accordingly, we define the probability of packet reception (PRR) as follows: 

ℙ¶ä	 å 	·� 
 	æç º�àE�Q��Q,																											,Ã´	´ 
 	N�à	èéêë	èç ºà�E�Q��Q,									,Ã´	´ 
 �11à�, 13à��	èéêë	è 	(4-3) 

 

where X represents the random variable of link quality obtained during each aâ. For sake of 

simplicity, we assume that the channel decoder works correctly under this threshold and the 

probability of packet loss is bounded by the antenna capacities of reception which means that ℙ¶ä	 å 	·� converge and it can be calculated in ½·, 	·�G¶¿, where 	·�G¶ is the maximum power 

that we can receive. Accordingly, the probability of ranging success between the node i with 

the on-body anchor k and the probability of positioning success of node i with �	′ anchors are 

given by: ℙ1ÈÉÊÊ 	|	ß��à 
 ∏ ℙ¶E�ä	 å 	·�	E 			                                                   (4-4) 

 ℙ+ÈÉÊÊ 	|	ß�� 
 	∏ 	ℙ1ÈÉÊÊ 	|	ß��à/0î	àÍ� 			                                               (4-5) 

Figure 4-14 and Figure 4-15 represent the packet reception rate for A&B and P2P-B when the 

threshold is · 
 	#80	�¾f. We observe for all the channels and MAC strategies that the on-

body nodes, with low packet error success with some anchors (e.g. N_, N³ and N�M), have a 

better link quality with other on-body nodes leading to the possibility to select them as new 

virtual anchors. For instance, in the simulated channel, we observe that N³ and N�M have 0% 

of PRR with Ý�. In this case, we need to replace at least one anchor, Figure 4-15 show N'	and N& as the best candidates to become anchors. In the empirical case (Figure 4-12), N_ and N³ 

have a low 1ÈÉÊÊ with all the anchors. But when we look at their probability of packet reception 

(Figure 4-14), we identify only two interesting mobile nodes to become virtual anchors, the 

opposite ankle node and the left knee. From these examples we can conclude that the number 

of anchors to replace is not a fixed parameter, some nodes will need to replace none or the 4 

anchors and depending on their ranging success rate the algorithm for the choice of new 

virtual anchors is very important. Therefore, the +ÈÉÊÊ will be compromised for all the nodes. 

For this reason, we propose a conditional permutation strategy for the choice of anchors. 
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Figure 4-14: Comparison of the packet reception rate between (a) P2P-B and (b) A&B using 

the empirical channel model CM3 and a sensitivity threshold Ø 
	#¤Ù	ÚÛÜ 

 
Figure 4-15: Comparison of the packet reception rate between (a) P2P-B and (b) A&B using 

the simulated channel model and a sensitivity threshold Ø 
	#¤Ù	ÚÛÜ 
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4.4.5 CONDITIONAL ON-BODY ANCHOR PERMUTATION 

In this last section, we propose a combinatorial permutation mechanism for the choice of on-

body virtual anchors to increase ℙ+ÈÉÊÊ� used at the end of each positioning activity period. 

We note �g�	|	Ñ 
 	1…��� and  Ëg�	7	Ò 
 	1…�	� as the sets of on-body mobile nodes and on-

body anchors respectively in a WBAN, where  �gª�� represents the on-body nodes different 

than g�. Each node g� is attached to a set of �	′ anchors denoted as Ý� 
 ËÀ�à	|	ï 
 1…�	′Ì, 
where À�à can be an anchor node g� or a mobile node gª� acting as virtual anchor for a given 

positioning activity period. Accordingly, a pure strategy [74] of anchor scheduling for the node g�	 is a permutation of À�à, given by ð�ñ ∈ 	Φ�, where w is the index in the set of  �ô possible 

pure strategies Φ�. Moreover, the utility function of g� is given by: 

 u�g�, ð�ñ� 
 ℙ+ÈÉÊÊ	|	ß��ñ			                                                  (4-6) 

 

In this sub-problem, each on-body node search for the pure strategy maximizing its ℙ+ÈÉÊÊ�  
on Φ�. Thus, the conditional on-body anchor permutation corresponds to the best strategy 

maximizing the positioning utility for all the nodes: 

 ßö 
	À´ÄfÀQ÷øùøúñ	∈	�…/û
	∑ u�g�, ð�ñ�/ÎÑ
0 			                                            (4-7) 

 

In practice, it might be difficult to process the utility matrix for the �ô strategies, especially 

with the sensors of a WBAN. For this reason, we reduce the problem by prioritizing the mobile 

nodes with the worst +ÈÉÊÊ. Moreover, each node compares its +ÈÉÊÊ 	with a defined positioning 

quality threshold (ü). If the current �+ÈÉÊÊ�� is under this threshold, then the on-body node 

triggers the search of new virtual anchors. The goal is to increase its �+ÈÉÊÊ�� through our 

cooperative positioning mechanism with other on-body mobile nodes. In order to avoid the 

case where two mobile nodes can be their virtual anchors mutually, we start with those with 

the worst positioning rate. Thus, if a mobile node A finds a mobile node B as its new anchor, 

then the anchor B cannot choose the node A as an anchor. Figure 4-16 andFigure 4-17 show 

the comparison between the +ÈÉÊÊ without the cooperative positioning mechanism (red) and 

the ℙ+ÈÉÊÊ	|	ß�	following the conditional permutation strategy (blue) when the threshold 

is	· 
 	#80	�¾f. 
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Figure 4-16: Comparison of the �²ÓÔÔ with the conditional anchor permutation between (a) 

P2P-B and (b) A&B using the empirical channel model CM3 and Ø 
	#¤Ù	ÚÛÜ 

 

  
Figure 4-17: Comparison of the �²ÓÔÔ with the conditional anchor permutation between (a) 

P2P-B and (b) A&B using the simulated channel model and Ø 
	#¤Ù	ÚÛÜ 

 

As desired, we observe that our anchor choice strategy is favorable for the mobile nodes with 

low positioning success rate. In the empirical case (Figure 4-16), we observe that +ÈÉÊÊ 	increases less than for the other channels. The order of anchor choice for A&B (resp. P2P-

B) was ½�_, �³, ��M, �`, �&, �'¿ (resp. ½�³, �_, ��M, �`, �&, �'¿). As �_ (resp. �³) is served first with 

A&B (resp. P2P-B), the gain in performance   is interchanged between these 2 nodes. However 

even with our strategy, the +ÈÉÊÊ 	is very low, that's because their packet reception rate with 

other nodes is not enough even with the other mobile nodes. This means that even if 3 virtual 

anchors shows a good ranging success rate, if the 4th anchor has low ranging success rate, then 

the +ÈÉÊÊ 	 is conditioned to be low as well. We note that �& decreases its ℙ+ÈÉÊÊ 	|	ß�	even when 

he did not perform permutation, this is due to an statistical error with the real ℙ+ÈÉÊÊ� where 

the long-term channel effect is considered.  

 

In the case of the simulated channel (Figure 4-17), both MAC strategies perform the same 

anchor permutation ½��M, �³, �_, �`, �&, �'¿ and they found the same anchors replacement for 
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all the nodes. Accordingly, ��M	and �³ increases their ℙ+ÈÉÊÊ� first. �_ could not increase its +ÈÉÊÊ because its PRR is low enough to not find 4 good anchors.  

 

Finally, we can conclude that our proposed algorithm leads to an increase of positioning 

success rate (even when the initial +ÈÉÊÊ 	was null), for whichever tested MAC protocol, and 

whichever tested channel. We thus believe that the algorithm is generic. This is a real 

advantage for WBAN where the person corpulence and behavior highly impacts the network 

topology. Besides, it is necessary to consider the allocation of some slots for the virtual anchors 

at the end of the existing frame, which can lead to accuracy errors as explained in the precedent 

chapters. 
 

4.5. DISCUSSION AND PERSPECTIVES 

 

In this Chapter, we analyzed the impact of the channel on the positioning success rate with 

WBAN using IR-UWB. We considered the scenario where the on-body nodes communicate 

with on-body anchors to perform motion capture. For this purpose, we used three different 

channel models: i) the CM3 path loss model as defined by the standard IEEE 802.15.6 and ii) a 

channel model calculated with the PyLayers ray-tracing simulator. In Sections 4.2 and 4.3, we 

showed that the channel affects the reception of the 3-WR packets inducing the positioning 

loss as a function of the sensitivity threshold at the receiver. In particular, the shadowing of 

the body is the principal cause of low positioning success rate. When comparing the 

positioning performance with different the scheduling strategies P2P, P2P-B and A&B, it turns 

out that even if they show a similar level of positioning success rate, A&B performs better in 

terms of number of positions estimated. However, this is severally decreased with higher 

packet loss and hence, P2P-B based strategies might be more suited for the case of dynamic 

scenarios. 

 

From these results, we proposed and tested a cooperative algorithm based on long-term and 

short-term LQEs to improve the number of estimated positions with a conditional permutation 

of the on-body anchors. With our algorithm, we showed an improvement of the positioning 

success rate for the nodes with the worst localization performance for all the scheduling 

strategies and different channel models.  

 

Future work will consist in testing our cooperative and conditional algorithm in other 

scenarios with group navigation and several WBANs. Nevertheless, in this study we did not 

considered the positioning and ranging error with respect to the channel variations. This is 

because of the complexity to use a suited ranging error model for all the links. In Deliverable 

D3.5 and D4.1, we will discuss more about this issue by exploring the performance of our 

different propositions. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS  

 

Throughout this Deliverable, we explored WBAN cooperative cross-layer functionalities, 

which were partly presented in Deliverable D3.1. More specifically, the focus is put on the 

optimization of cooperative communications (mostly at the PHY/MAC layers level) for the 

sake of improving on-body nodes localization. One final aim is to cope with the initial 

requirements listed in Deliverable D1.1. Such requirements are recalled in Table 1-1 (Section 

1.1.3), primarily for individual motion capture (LSIMC) applications, but also (even though 

more marginally here) coordinated group navigation (CGN) applications. Besides, the early 

analysis of a dynamic measurement campaign (Deliverable D4.1) highlighted the needs to 

define specific models depending on the radio link and human movement, thus motivating 

the refined simulation-based validation means adopted herein. 

 

In Chapter 1, we briefly presented the different constraints to deal with, while considering 

WBAN and IR-UWB radio for localization purposes. In particular, we underlined that the 

required communication protocol has to deal mainly with the nodes synchronization, WBAN 

channel variations and mobility of the human body.  We also explained that most of the works 

have been focused on the radio issues and localization algorithms performances without 

rigorous scope on cross-layer cooperative strategies. For this reason, we proposed to study 

different strategies at PHY/MAC levels to overcome the positioning errors due to the channel 

variations and mobility of nodes. To this aim, we implemented a complete cross-layer protocol 

stack in the discrete-event simulator WSNet coupled with PyLayers (Deliverable D2.5) to 

study our different strategies presented in this document under realistic scenarios (Deliverable 

D4.1). 

 

In Chapter 2, we investigated and characterized the impact of nodes mobility and the WBAN 

channel variations on the ranging estimation. For this, we considered both LSIMC and CGN 

scenarios and we compare the ranging performance between the different on-, off- or inter-

body links. When evaluating the impact of the mobility on the ranging accuracy, we found 

that the error is due to the packets delivery latency and the speed of nodes. From one side, the 

delays taken by the n-WR packets when nodes are moving yield an erroneous distance 

estimate because of the different evaluated ToF of different packets. Moreover, this error is 

increased when nodes moves faster. Thus, we found a tradeoff between the ranging accuracy 

and the delays of 3-WR packets. Thereafter, if we compare the ranging impact of mobility with 

different kind of links, we found that the level of error varies considerably depending on the 

MAC strategy and the mobility for all the links.  

 

On the basis of the previous results, Chapter 3 focused on adapted cooperative cross-layer 

mechanisms. In this second study, we enlarged the mobility problem on the ranging accuracy 

to quantify its impact on the positioning estimation with different strategies at the MAC layer. 

In particular, we considered the study of scheduling of n-WR packets and the slot allocation. 

To sake of this study, we assumed the case of a perfect channel with the detection of first path 

of pulses. Accordingly, the system is beacon enabled and synchronized without packet loss. 
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First, we evaluated different scheduling strategies in pair-to-pair localization (P2P) proposing 

different features to reduce the packet delay or ranging error. In the case of the relative 

positioning of one on-body node with on-body anchors (e.g. at least for anchors for 3-D 

localization), we found a tradeoff between the estimation of precise distances and the 

positioning accuracy, i.e. it is better to choose a strategy that estimates distances closer to the 

desired position more than the strategies estimating accurate distances. More generally, when 

considering several on-body nodes trying to estimate its relative position, the accuracy 

performance of each scheduling strategy is different depending on the application. In the case 

of the individual motion capture, we found that the estimation of positions individually and 

in order with the anchors (BS7) leads to a better accuracy. In the case of posture recognition, it 

is preferable to consider a strategy that reduces the packets delays to estimate the distances 

closer to the desired position to estimate (BS5). Finally, the slot allocation study was evaluated 

with two different scheduling protocols (P2P-B and A&B) and a resource allocation policy 

depending on the mobility level of nodes.  It turns out from our results that when comparing 

the positioning accuracy using P2P-B and A&B the positioning performance gap is smaller 

between both strategies in scenarios with low mobility (e.g. Yoga activity). Besides, in more 

dynamic scenarios with nodes moving faster (e.g. Walking), A&B outperforms P2P-B with a 

greater flexibility on the slot allocation regardless of different speeds between nodes. It is 

important to keep in mind that the parameters studied in this Chapter were not evaluated or 

quantified in literature. This analysis let us quantify the overall error on positioning estimation 

due to the mobility of nodes when using typical ranging protocols (e.g. n-WR). The latter 

results are essential to understand the impact of the MAC design to propose enhanced 

functionalities dedicated to the localization purposes. However, we only considered two basic 

scenarios with moderate mobility and fixed topology network. For this reason, it could be 

interesting in future works to enlarge the study with dynamic scenarios (such as running or 

random movements) and observe the ranging and position accuracy evolution in function of 

the number of mobile nodes / anchors and the different type of links (on-, inter- and off- body).  

 

Finally, in Chapter 4, we introduced the packet error due to the WBAN channel during the 

localization scenario. For this study, we considered two different channel models: a) an 

empirical model from the literature (CM3) and b) a simulated channel model calculated (D2.2, 

D2.3 and D2.4) with PyLayers (D2.5). Within this models we quantify the impact of the packet 

loss on the positioning success rate depending on the sensitivity condition at the radio 

reception and we compare it using P2P, P2P-B and A&B from our previous studies. As 

expected, we found that the shadowing of the body provokes higher packet loss. Moreover, in 

the case of moderate channel conditions A&B is able to realize more position estimations than 

P2P strategies even with a similar packet success rate. However, when the channel conditions 

decreases, the loss of broadcasted transmissions in A&B becomes a critical problem for the 

positioning. From these results, we proposed an algorithm to increase the localization success 

by choosing cooperative virtual anchors for the ranging estimation based on link quality 

estimation. Our results show an improvement on the positioning success rate of nodes with 

the worst localization performance. This approach should be developed with a dynamic 

ranging error model at the PHY layer to compare the impact on the ranging error with an 

analysis of short-term and long-term variations.  
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